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Abstract
Part I: Upconversion Nanoparticles
NaYF4 :Yb3+ , Er3+ upconversion nanoparticles are luminescent particles that are
promising in a wide range of applications such as: biomarkers, solar-cells, displays
and microbarcodes [1]. However, due to their small size, these particles are typically
not very bright. Coating the particles with a uniform NaYF4 shell increases the
brightness signiﬁcantly. Interestingly, the brightness continues to increase even after
applying very thick shells, but never reaches the brightness of the bulk counterpart.
The reason for this is still unknown. The objective of this study is to characterize
the brightness of core-only and core/shell particles with diﬀerent shell thickness on
a single particle scale. This study, being the ﬁrst of its kind, aims for new insights
on the reasoning behind the inability of core/shell particles to reach the brightness of
the bulk counterpart.
The results of the single particle characterization conﬁrmed an increasing particle
brightness with increasing shell thickness. A key observation is the broadening of the
single-particle brightness distribution with increasing shell thickness. We attribute
this broadening to the presence of dopants in the shell, which are incorporated into
the shell during synthesis. This is contrary to the idea of a completely passive shell,
which was always assumed. This new insight is important feedback for the materials
group that synthesizes the particles. Alternative methods for creating dopant-free
shells should be considered.
Additional ﬁrst experiments on the dependence of excitation power-vs-emission intensity showed a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between core-only and core/shell particles, indicating that the shell does play a signiﬁcant role in the particle brightness enhancement.
Preliminary results on the particle emission spectrum showed an interesting additional
peak at 700 nm in addition to the spectrum that is typically reported in literature.

Part II: STED Setup Design
The objective of the second part of the assignment was to design and realize an easy-touse and robust single molecule sensitive microscope setup with additional Stimulated
Emission Depletion (STED) super-resolution capability. In this report, the design
and initial characterization of this setup is presented.
By imaging single quantum dots it is shown that the realized setup is single-emitter
sensitive. Furthermore, we present that a diﬀraction limited resolution of ∼ 280 nm
FWHM can be obtained in confocal-mode. For the STED functionality we chose to
implement continuous-wave based STED, since this does not require tight laser pulse
synchronization. A doughnut-shaped point-spread function (PSF) for the STED beam
can be easily obtained in the realized setup. Optimization of the doughnut quality
can be eﬃciently realized with the setup through polarization ﬁne-tuning and spatial
phase-adjustment of the STED beam. Furthermore, the realized setup allows easy
initial alignment of the excitation PSF maximum with the intensity-null of the STED
doughnut PSF to within an accuracy of ∼ 100 nm, which can be further improved by
ﬁne-tuning. These initial results demonstrate the possibility to obtain STED based
super-resolution with the realized microscope setup.
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Thesis outline
This Master’s thesis presents the work on two separate projects. For this reason, the
report is split up in two separate parts:
Part I: Brightness characterization of single core and core/shell Yb3+ ,
Er3+ -doped NaYF4 upconversion nanoparticles
This part starts with an introduction on upconversion nanoparticles. Next it presents
the theoretical background of upconversion, the experimental methods used to characterize the particles, followed by characterization results and discussion. This part
ends with the drawn conclusions and recommendations.
Part II: Design and realization of a CW-STED super-resolution microscope setup
This part starts with an introduction on super-resolution microscopy in general and
the motivation for stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy. The theoretical
background for the STED principle is presented followed by the design of a custom
built CW-STED which is discussed in detail. Also the main practical diﬃculties in
building a STED setup and initial characterization is presented. This part of the
report ends with some conclusions and a future outlook on the realized setup.
The appendices for both Part I and Part II can be found in Part III: Appendices.
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Part I
Brightness characterization of single core and
core/shell Yb3+ ,Er3+ -doped NaYF4 upconversion
nanoparticles

1

2

Chapter

1

Introduction
Fluorescent markers have been widely used in biological and biophysical research to
study complex biological processes. These markers result in high imaging contrast
between diﬀerent types of biological tissue. Single proteins can be labeled with ﬂuorescent markers to perform single-molecule studies which is required to investigate the
complex biological processes on the smallest scale. However, most of the conventional
markers suﬀer from some major drawbacks such as photobleaching and photoblinking.
The property of photobleaching can in fact be useful when it is used in techniques like
Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) and Fluorescence Loss In Photobleaching (FLIP), but for general imaging purposes and single-molecule experiments
this property is considered detrimental. Furthermore, conventional markers are typically excited in the visible or UV-range of the optical spectrum, which is not ideal for
biological labeling because of the low penetration depth of visible/UV light in tissue
and the autoﬂuorescent background signal resulting from ﬂuorescent biomolecules.
Upconversion nanoparticles are a group of promising luminescent particles that
have come to the attention in the last decade. These particles consist of a nanocrystal
host lattice doped with transition metal ions or in most cases trivalent lanthanide ions.
In a suitable host lattice and a well-chosen excitation wavelength, the lanthanide
ions can show eﬃcient energy transfer upconversion. Upconversion is a non-linear
optical process in which two or more photons are sequentially absorbed followed by
the emission of light at a lower wavelength.
NaYF4 : Er3+ ,Yb3+ is one of the most eﬃcient upconversion materials known
to date and is therefore considered to be the most promising material for creating
luminescent upconversion nanoparticles. Recent studies on these particles show no
photoblinking behavior and do not show any form of photobleaching even after hours
of continuous high power illumination [2]. These particles are eﬃciently excited by
near-infrared (near-IR) wavelengths and emit in the visible wavelength range, which
is in clear contrast to conventional ﬂuorophore luminescence where the emission proﬁle is red-shifted in reference to the excitation proﬁle (see ﬁgure 1.1). Excitation in
the near-IR brings along some experimental diﬃculties since it is not visible for the
human eye. However, near-IR also has a great advantage over visible wavelength excitation since the autoﬂuorescence background signal in biological samples is known to
be much lower for near-IR excitation as compared to visible wavelengths [2, 3] thereby
gaining higher imaging contrast. Near-IR also has a larger tissue penetration depth
compared to visible wavelengths, which makes upconversion particles also promising
for use as an optical contrast agent for example in tumor marking. Because of these
advantageous properties, upconversion particles are promising alternatives for conventional ﬂuorophores and quantum dots to be used as a biological imaging label.

3
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(b)

Figure 1.1: (a) The excitation and emission proﬁle of a commonly used ﬂuorescent dye
(Alexa 488). The emission proﬁle is red-shifted compared to the excitation proﬁle. (b)
The excitation and emission proﬁle of NaYF4 : Er3+ ,Yb3+ upconversion nanoparticles. The
particles are eﬃciently excited in the near-IR (975 nm), and their emission proﬁle is blueshifted to the visible wavelength range.

Despite their advantages over conventional markers, the synthesis of eﬃciently luminescing upconversion particles with sizes of around 10 nm still results in insuﬃcient
quality [4]. This small size is required for the replacement of conventional molecular
ﬂuorescent markers which allow estimation of the position of single molecules within
cellular structures with nanometer precision. The small particle size generally leads
to a signiﬁcant decrease in brightness as compared to the same quantity of bulk material. The main focus of research on these particles is therefore on the synthesis of
reproducible and eﬃciently luminescing particles. Some studies have indicated that
by applying an outer passive shell around an active doped core the brightness can be
increased signiﬁcantly [3, 5, 6, 7]. Since the sole purpose for the surrounding shell is
to shield the ions in the core from the quenching outer environment, the addition of
a passive shell should lead to eﬃciencies comparable to the bulk material. However,
in these studies it is observed that the luminescent eﬃciency of the particles are still
orders of magnitudes less than the bulk material and moreover the brightness of the
particles is observed to increase with increasing shell thickness. One study indicated
that by applying a 3 nm thick shell around the core, the particle brightness was increased by a factor of 15 [5]. However, the eﬃciency of the bulk counterpart is never
reached. This behavior is still not well understood. Most studies on upconversion
nanoparticles are focused on ensemble measurements, while optical characterization
on a single particle level is important to exclude ensemble eﬀects and study heterogeneity diﬀerences between single particles. To our knowledge there is no study on
a statistically relevant number of single upconversion nanoparticles. Optical characterization on a single particle level might therefore lead to new insights that can be
used to optimize the synthesis process with the ultimate goal to maximize the particle quantum eﬃciency. Additionally, for reliable single-molecule tracking experiments
the optical behavior of individual markers needs to be addressed.
In this study, the brightness of single upconversion particles is characterized with a
single-photon counting scanning confocal microscope setup. The brightness is characterized for core-only and three diﬀerent core/shell structures. All structures consisted
4

of a NaYF4 nanocrystal core doped with Er3+ and Yb3+ ions, surrounded by a passive
NaYF4 shell of varying thickness.
Furthermore, this report gives insight in the power dependence and emission spectrum of both ensembles of particles and single particles. The feedback of this study
can be used to optimize the synthesis process to ultimately produce small and bright
upconversion nanoparticles that can be used as biological markers.
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2

Theory
Upconversion materials have interesting optical properties that make them very suitable as luminescent nanoparticles. In this chapter the energy transfer process leading
to upconversion in the dopant ions will be introduced. Next, the choice for dopants
and host lattice used in this study is argumented, followed by a theoretical description of the power dependence of upconversion materials. The core/shell concept for
upconversion nanoparticles plays a central role in this study and is presented at the
end of the chapter.

2.1

Upconversion dopants

Lanthanide ions are often used as dopants in upconversion materials due to their
characteristic long lifetime of the intermediate excitated states. These long lifetimes,
typically in the order of µs to ms [8, 9], allow eﬃcient excitation to an even higher
energy state by absorption of a sequential photon. This sequential absorption of
photon energy is prominently eﬃcient when the energy gaps between subsequent
levels are similar spaced in a ladder-like fashion. This type of energy-level structures
can be found for lanthanide ions such as Er3+ , Tm3+ and Ho3+ which are therefore
the most commonly used ions in upconversion materials. The repeating occurrence
of an energy gap of about 10350 cm−1 in its energy scheme makes Er3+ a very
eﬃcient upconverting ion [4, 7]. This re-occurring energy gap occurs multiple times
in the energy level structure of Er3+ , which makes two, three or even higher photon
upconversion processes possible with the use of a single monochromatic light source,
as is illustrated in ﬁgure 2.1. The energy-level structure of these ions is a result of the
spin-orbit splitting of electrons in the partially ﬁlled 4f electron sub-shell. Because
4f-4f transitions are Laporte-forbidden, direct absorption of excitation light is very
ineﬃcient [4]. To overcome this problem, upconversion materials are often doped
with an additional strong absorbing lanthanide ion with an energy gap that matches
the gaps in the energy-level scheme of the emitting ion. This results in very eﬃcient
(quasi-)resonant energy transfer between both ions. This co-doped ion is often referred
to as sensitizer, whereas the emitter is called activator. For Er3+ the most suitable
and most used sensitizer is Yb3+ , which has an energy gap of about 10000 cm−1
thereby matching multiple energy transitions in the Er3+ ion. This energy gap is
eﬃciently bridged by absorption of a 980 nm photon, which is in the near-IR-range.
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Figure 2.1: (a) The energy diagram of NaYF4 :Er3+ ,Yb3+ sensitized upconversion representing the upconversion processing leading to emissions in the visible range, (b) Measured
emission spectrum of a high concentration upconversion nanoparticles on a coverslip. The
transitions matching the emission band are indicated.

2.2

Host lattice

The host lattice for the doped ions has a large inﬂuence on the eﬃciency of the
upconversion process. The crystal structure of the host lattice determines the relative
spatial positions of the dopants and the type of anions surrounding the dopant [4].
Furthermore, the composition of the host lattice determines the phonon energies of the
crystal lattice. The eﬃciency of the upconversion process depends on the lifetime of
the intermediate excited states which is related to the phonon energies. This lifetime
will increase with lower phonon energies since this is directly related to the number
of phonons needed to bridge the energy gap as follows from the following equations.
The multiphonon relaxation rate is given by [10]:
RMPR = C exp(−pβ),

(2.1)

where C and β are positive constants characteristic for the host material. p is the
number of highest energy phonons needed to bridge the energy gap and is given by
p=

ΔE
,
ωmax

(2.2)

where ΔE is the energy gap and ωmax represents the unit for the eﬀective vibrational
mode. Equation 2.1 shows that the probability of multiphonon relaxation decreases
exponentially with the number of phonons needed to bridge the energy gap. Hence,
to obtain long lifetimes for the intermediate energy states it is important to keep the
multiphonon relaxation rate low. This can be realized by using a host material with
low maximum phonon energy. Fluoride materials, such as NaYF4 , are therefore often
used since these materials have low phonon energies (∼ 350 cm−1 [4]). The Na+ and
Y3+ ions in a NaYF4 lattice have an atomic radius very similar to the typical dopant
ions, preventing the formation of defects and lattice stress. NaYF4 has therefore
proven to be a very suitable host for eﬃcient lanthanide upconversion. NaYF4 can be
7

synthesized in two crystal forms: cubic (α-NaYF4 ) and hexagonal (β-NaYF4 ). The
hexagonal form is known to result in higher upconversion eﬃciency [4, 11].

2.3

Power dependence

Upconversion is a nonlinear optical process, i.e., the optical response (luminescence) is
not directly linear dependent on the excitation power. The actual power dependence
in upconversion, especially for lanthanide doped materials, is not trivial since their
typically long intermediate state lifetime can lead to population saturation of these
energy states [12, 13, 14].
Two satisfying theoretical models have been developed describing the power dependence of upconversion materials. The ﬁrst model by Pollnau et al. [12] describes
the power dependence of non-sensitized upconversion, while the second model by
Suyver et al. [13] takes sensitized upconversion into account. Both models showed
good agreement in experiments for multiple (bulk) upconversion materials. Also both
models show that in the low power density regime the power dependence scales as
I ∝ P i where I denotes the emission intensity, P the laser power density and i the
number of photons needed in the speciﬁc upconversion process.
The diﬀerence between the two models becomes relevant in the high power density
regime. For non-sensitized upconversion, the power dependence scales as I ∝ P m/n ,
where m denotes the number of upconversion steps needed to populate the energy
level, n denotes the number of steps needed for the highest upconversion process
possible. Suyver et al. showed that for sensitized upconversion the power dependence
at high power density is very diﬀerent from non-sensitized upconversion. In this
case, the power dependence will be reduced to I ∝ P 1 , i.e., the emission will be
independent of the number of upconversion steps needed to populate the diﬀerent
energy levels. This behavior results from the assumption that at high power densities
the upconversion process is the main depopulation process for the intermediate energy
levels. Or in other words: the upconversion rate from a certain state to a higher energy
state is much larger than the relaxation rate to the lower lying levels. This results in
population saturation of intermediate energy levels. The upconversion process from
these saturated levels now scales linear with the laser pump power. A more rigorous
description of this model can be found in [13], where also experimental results on the
power dependence of bulk NaYF4 : 18% Yb3+ , 2% Er3+ are presented. These results
on bulk material showed that the crossover point to saturation was obtained at ∼ 10
W/cm2 . Because the Suyver model does not take into account eﬀects such as sample
heating, cross relaxation or additional non-lineair optical processes that can occur at
very high power densities, the power dependence behavior for upconversion materials
in the ’very high power density’ regime is not predicted by this model. However, it
is very likely that at very high power densities the highest energy levels will reach
complete population saturation, i.e., increasing the laser power in this regime will not
lead to any increase in luminescence.

2.4

Core/shell construction

Because of the large surface-to-volume ratio, upconversion nanoparticles have a much
lower eﬃciency than their bulk counterpart. In order to create particles with higher
eﬃciency, researchers have created particles with diﬀerent types of shells. The main
8

Core particles

Add shell precursor

Ostwald ripening

Resulting
core/shell particle

NaYF4 crystal
Dopants

Figure 2.2: Cartoon illustrating shell synthesis by Ostwald ripening. Small crystals of the
shell material (red dots) are formed by adding shell precursors to core particles (large red
circle), which are doped with lanthanide ions (green dots). The small shell particles dissolve
(light red) and re-crystallize on the core particles. This ripening process leads to a shell
around the doped core (right image).

function of the shell is to shield the lanthanide ions from the quenching sites on
the surface. When a passive shell is applied around the core, the doped ions in the
core of the core/shell particles are eﬀectively shielded from quenching by the outer
environment, especially from the ligands on the shell surface. This shielding reduces
the electron-phonon coupling which is the main cause for non-radiative decay to the
ground state. Because the non-radiative decay rate is decreased by the surrounding
shell, the upconversion process (excitation to higher energy states) becomes more
eﬃcient compared to core-only particles. The most straightforward choice for shell
material is to use the pure (undoped) host-material of the core as this gives the
smallest possible lattice mismatch between the core and the shell [4]. Yi and Chow
[15] already showed in 2007 that a NaYF4 shell around a NaYF4 :Yb3+ ,Er3+ core
greatly enhances the particle brightness.
It is known that during both particle and shell synthesis, that the shell precursors form intermediate small particles before creating the end product. These small
particles are energetically less stable than larger particles due to their smaller surfaceto-volume ratio. This leads to a process called Ostwald ripening: the small particles
will dissolve and recrystallize on the larger particles [16]. This process is illustrated
in ﬁgure 2.2. Johnson et al. [17] recently showed that controllable shell growth is also
possible by using small sacriﬁcial nanocrystals directly as shell precursor.
The strength of dipole-dipole interaction scales with r−6 , where r is the distance
between two ions or between an ion and a quenching site. As a result, the interaction
strength will decrease very fast with increasing distance. Thus when the shell is suﬃciently thick, there should be neglectable interaction between the active core and the
quenching outer surface and therefore if the shell thickness would be increased even
further, the particle brightness would remain constant. However, in all core/shell
nanoparticle studies so far, it has been observed that the eﬃciency of core/shell particles keeps increasing with increasing shell thickness. This observation indicates that
there are some fundamental aspects missing in our understanding of the core/shell
concept. The aim of this study is not to look into the brightness of an ensemble of
particles, but rather to obtain a single-particle brightness distribution. This singleparticle brightness characterization might give new insights on the understanding of
the core/shell concept.
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3

Experimental section
3.1

Sample preparation

NaYF4 :Er3+ ,Yb3+ particles with constant core volume and varying shell volume were
synthesized at the University of Osnabrück (Appendix B). Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images of the diﬀerent samples are shown in ﬁgure 3.1. The average
particle size was determined from multiple TEM images. The properties of the samples used can be found in Table 3.1.
Samples for optical characterization were created by spin-coating 30 µl of a low concentration of particles in hexane (Sigma Aldrich) on a glass coverslip at 6000 rpm
for 30 seconds. The glass coverslip was cleaned in nitric-acid (65%) and extensively
rinsed with HPLC grade water and subsequently with HPLC grade methanol and
passively dried before spin-coating. The optimal particle concentration at which the
single particles were spatially separated and homogeneously distributed over the sample was determined via a dilution series, minimizing the probability of having multiple
particles per diﬀraction limited spot. Typically the stock solution was diluted around
5000× to obtain the optimal particle concentration for single particle characterization.
To exclude the presence of particle clusters in the stock solution, Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements were performed with a commercially available Malvern
Zetasiser S. For each sample three measurements (10 runs of 10 seconds for each measurement) were performed. The results of these measurements are shown in ﬁgure
3.2 and the results are quite similar to the sizes obtained from TEM images, which
indicates that the stock solutions contain single particles and no particle clusters.

Sample name
ANR 10
ANR 71
ANR 73
ANR 116

core:shell ratio
1:0
1:2
1:3
1:7

Average particle size
11 nm
15 nm
17 nm
21.5 nm

Table 3.1: The properties of the samples. The sample name is related to the synthesis
batch. The core:shell ratio states the core:shell volume ratio. Particle sizes were determined
from TEM measurements.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.1: TEM measurements of the samples. The insets located on the right-hand side
in each ﬁgure show the cartoon of the core:shell structure corresponding with the sample
core:shell design. (a) Core-only particles, (b) core:shell 1:2 particles, (c) core:shell 1:3 particles, (d) core:shell 1:7 particles. The TEM images are courtesy of the Anorganische Chemie
I group at the University of Osnabrück (also see Appendix B)
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Figure 3.2: Results of Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements on the samples. For
each core/shell structure three measurements were performed. Each measurement resulted
in a similar peak value. The results shown here are from one measurement (10 runs of 10
seconds).

3.2

Microscope setup

A schematic of the setup is presented in ﬁgure 3.3. A 975 nm excitation line was
sellected by placing a 975 nm clean-up ﬁlter (D975/50M, Chroma) in the reﬂection
path of a dichroic beamsplitter (FF670-SDi01, Semrock) positioned in the output
beam of a Fianium SC-400-2PP supercontinuum laser source operating at a 20 MHz
repetition rate. The light was then coupled into a single-mode IR ﬁber with a 10×
microscope objective (10× Olympus Plan Achromat Objective, 0.25 NA, Olympus) to
obtain a clean single-mode Gaussian beam. A 4× microscope objective (4× Olympus
Plan Achromat Objective, 0.10 NA, Olympus) was used to collimate the light exiting
the ﬁber. The collimated light passed through a long-pass ﬁlter (FF01-776/LP-25,
Semrock) to suppress any remaining short wavelength light. The collimated beam was
then directed into an Olympus IX71 inverted microscope via a wedge-beamsplitter.
The power going into the back aperture of the objective was either 107 µW (nonsaturating regime) or 585 µW (saturating regime). The excitation light reﬂected
by the wedge-beamsplitter was focused on the sample with a 60× water-immersion
objective (UplanSAPO, NA 1.2, Olympus). The sample was positioned on a XY
piezo scanning stage (P-527.3 CD, PI) controlled by a PI E-710 piezo controller. The
excitation light was focused onto the surface of the coverslip that could be observed
by visualizing the reﬂection with a Zeiss Axiocam HRC connected to the camera
port on the microscope. The emitted light from the upconversion particles passes
through the wedge-beamsplitter. A short-pass ﬁlter (FF01-770/SP-25, Semrock) in
combination with a dichroic mirror (FF746-SDi01, Semrock) were used to suppress
the remaining excitation light. The emitted light is focused onto the active area (50
µm) of a Single Photon Avalanche Diode (SPAD, MPD-5CTC, PicoQuant) by a 50
mm achromat lens. The signal from the SPAD was analyzed with a single-photon
counting computer card (Becker-Hickl SPC-830). Raster scans and time traces were
obtained using a custom written LabView program and were further analyzed with
MATLAB software.
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The optical power going into the microscope was measured during characterization
measurements to ensure constant power. This was realized by directing the reﬂected
light from an additional beamsplitter (92% transmission, 8% reﬂection) on an optical
power meter (Newport, 1830-C).
Power densities were calculated by calibrating the power measured at the the
power meter with the power going into the back aperture of the objective. The
following equation was used to calculate the approximate spot size in the focus of the
objective:
4λ
(3.1)
2πNA
where 2w0 is the focal spot diameter, λ is the wavelength used (975 nm) and NA is
the numerical aperture of the microscope objective (NA = 1.2). This leads to a spot
diameter of 2w0 = 517 nm. The power density was then calculated with I = P/(πw02 ),
where P is the power in the back aperture of the objective.
Emission spectra measurements were performed by coupling the emission light into
a multi-mode ﬁber and connecting the ﬁber to a custom built prism based spectrometer with a sensitive spectroscopy detector (Andor Newton DU971P BV EMCCD)
with the sensor cooled to −60◦ C to minimize dark counts. The spectra were wavelength calibrated using a Mercury-Argon light source (CAL-2000, Ocean Optics) and
captured with Andor Solis software. All experiments were performed at room temperature.
2w0 =

IR single mode fiber

Piezo scanning stage

976 clean-up
filter

776 LP filter
Objective
60x WI, NA 1.2

fiber coupled
spectrometer

IR DC-mirror

Wedgebeamsplitter
Fianium supercontinuum
white light laser

770 SP filter

Power meter
Flip mirror
Achromat lens
SPAD
Mirror

Computer with
single-photon counting card

Figure 3.3: A schematic overview of the scanning confocal microscope setup. A 975 nm
wavelength band from a supercontinuum laser source is coupled into a single mode ﬁber,
coupled out, collimated and directed into a microscope adjusted with a piezo scanning stage.
The luminescent light is collected by the objective and directed to an Single Photon Avalanche
Diode (SPAD) or coupled into a multi-mode ﬁber and directed to a custom built prims-based
spectrometer.
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4

Results
The brightness of upconversion nanoparticles have been characterized for core-only
particles and three core/shell structures with varying shell thickness. All structures
consisted of a NaYF4 nanocrystal core doped with Er3+ and Yb3+ ions, surrounded
by a passive NaYF4 shell of varying thickness. In this chapter, the results of the
brightness characterization are presented and discussed. Furthermore, the results on
the power dependence and emission spectrum of both ensembles of particles and single
particles are presented and discussed.

4.1

Single particle brightness characterization

Samples containing spatially separated particles were created using the protocol described in the experimental section. Raster scan images of the prepared samples for
optical characterization (see section 3.1) were obtained by scanning the piezo stage
of the microscope setup in x and y direction. A scan showing a single diﬀraction
limited spot is illustrated in ﬁgure 4.1 where the Gaussian ﬁt of the intensity proﬁle
along the dotted line gives a FWHM of ∼ 580 nm, which is slightly larger than the
calculated spot size in the focus of the objective (∼ 520 nm). Figure 4.2 (a) shows
a scan of a typical sample, whereas the 3D intensity representation (b) of the same
scan illustrates that the diﬀraction limited spots in the scanned region vary in brightness. The absence of very bright spots indicates that no particle clusters are present
after the spin-coating process. Furthermore, the diﬀraction limited spots do not show
blinking behavior which is typically present in scans of single quantum dots, single
dyes or single VFP’s. Additionally, it is interesting to note that scans of old spincoated samples which had been in contact with air for months, still had comparable
brightness to new spin-coated samples. Although this was not investigated quantitatively, this observation indicates the high chemical- and photostability of the particles.
Some more typical scan images are shown in ﬁgure 4.3. The intensity of single particles
was determined by performing time trace at the center location of single diﬀraction
limited spots. Figure 4.4 present a time trace recording of 200 seconds on a single
particle. The photon counting histogram on the right indicates that the detected
counts are shot noise limited (Poisson distribution) with a well-deﬁned mean. Furthermore, this long time trace shows no signs of blinking or photobleaching thereby
illustraing the high photostability of these particles. Here it must be noted that an
individual upconversion particle is not a single emitter, since there are many emitting
ions present in a single particle. A particle doped with very few or even a single ion
might therefore still be prone to blinking, but this is beyond the scope of this study.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Scan image showing a single diﬀraction limited spot, (b) intensity proﬁle
along the dotted line with a Gaussian ﬁt (FWHM of ∼ 580 nm).
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Figure 4.2: A scan obtained for a core:shell (1:3 volume ratio) sample. (a) Image obtained
by scanning a 20 × 20 µm2 area with a resolution of 0.1 µm per pixel and 40 ms integration
time per pixel, (b) 3D representation of (a) illustrating that particles from a single sample
have varying brightness. The absence of extremely bright spots indicate that that there are
no clusters present. Excitation power density is ∼ 3.2 × 105 W/cm2 .
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Figure 4.3: Typical raster scanned images obtained with the scanning confocal microscope
setup (a) core-only particles, (b) core:shell (1:2 volume ratio) particles, (c) core:shell (1:3
volume ratio) particles, (d) core:shell (1:7 volume ratio) particles. The images are obtained
by scanning a 20 × 20 µm2 region with a resolution of 0.2 µm per pixel and 20 ms integration
time per pixel. The colorbar on the right denotes the intensity scale (counts/second) used
for ﬁgures (b),(c) and (d), whereas the small colorbar on the left denotes the scale for (a).
Excitation power density was ∼ 3.2 × 105 W/cm2 .

Figure 4.4: A 200 second time trace of a single diﬀraction limited spot. The time trace does
not show any form of blinking or bleaching. The ﬁgure on the right shows the photon counts
histogram of the intensity time trace. The distribution shows a Poissonian distribution
indicating a shot noise limited signal as is expected.
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Time traces can be obtained for many individual spots. For each spot, the mean
intensity can be determined and from these values a brightness distribution can be
produced. This analysis method is also illustrated in ﬁgure 4.5. In this method, the
diﬀraction limited spots that are in the near vicinity of a neighboring spot and clearly
elongated or enlarged spots were excluded to minimize the probability that multiple
particles are excited and detected during a single time trace.
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Figure 4.5: Method for obtaining the brightness distribution of single particles. Scan
images are obtained at 20 × 20 µm2 , 0.2 µm per pixel, with 20 ms integration time per pixel.
At each location of a diﬀraction limited spot a 10 second intensity time trace is recorded (10
ms bin size). The mean value of the time trace is obtained. This is repeated for many single
particles to obtain a brightness distribution histogram of single particles.

Figure 4.6 shows the brightness distributions obtained from time traces of ∼ 300
particles for each sample measured at two diﬀerent power densities. The distributions
are normalized to the total number of particles measured for each sample. For an
overlay representation of the two diﬀerent power density distributions, the reader is
referred to the Appendix C of this report. Two main things can be observed from
ﬁgure 4.6. The ﬁrst observation is the distribution shift towards higher intensities with
increasing shell thickness. This has also been observed in earlier ensemble studies,
and is here also conﬁrmed on a single particle level. The second observation is quite
interesting: the distribution is broadening with increasing shell thickness. These two
main observations will be discussed separately.
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~ 3.2 . 105 W/cm2

Occurrence fraction

~ 0.57 . 105 W/cm2

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Brightness distributions obtained from the average intensity of single upconversion nanoparticles at two power densities. The distributions were obtained from ∼ 300
particles (10 second time trace per particle) for each core/shell structure. The intensity
increase and distribution broadening for increasing shell thickness can be observed for both
power densities.

Sample name

core:shell ratio

ANR
ANR
ANR
ANR

1:0
1:2
1:3
1:7

10
71
73
116

∼ 0.57 × 105 W/cm2
Peak intensity
(counts/second)
20 ± 20
250 ± 50
400 ± 50
600 ± 50

∼ 3.2 × 105 W/cm2
Peak intensity
(counts/second)
150 ± 100
1200 ± 200
1800 ± 200
2000 ± 200

Table 4.1: Peak values obtained from the brightness distributions in ﬁgure 4.6. The error
margin is taken equal to the bin size.
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In order to quantify the particle brightness for each core/shell structure, a peak brightness value (center of distribution) was obtained (see table 4.1). This value is considered to be a better quantitative representation than the mean intensity, since a few
bright spots as a result of multiple particles in one diﬀraction limited spot could lead
to an overestimation of the mean intensity. From this table it is clear that core/shell
particles are much brighter than the core-only particles. We observe an intensity
increase of approximately 8, 12 and 13 times the intensity of core-only particles for
respectively 1:2, 1:3 and 1:7 core:shell volume ratio at a power density of ∼ 3.2 × 105
W/cm2 . For a power density of ∼ 0.57 × 105 W/cm2 the core-only particles are
dark noise limited ( ∼ 20 counts/second); the core-only particles are so dim that they
cannot be distinguished from the noise. When the dark-noise limit is used as the coreonly intensity, the core/shell show an intensity increase of approximately 12.5, 20 and
30 times the intensity of the core-only particles at a power density of ∼ 0.57 × 105
W/cm2 . The low brightness of the core-only particles is also clearly observed in the
scan images, in which these particles (ﬁgure 4.3 (a)) are much dimmer as compared
to core/shell particles (ﬁgure 4.3 (b),(c) and (d)). The lower brightness of core-only
particles compared to core/shell particles was already known from previous studies,
but to our knowledge this was never quantitatively investigated on a single particle
level. The intensity increase for thicker shells indicates that the shell indeed has a
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the particle brightness. The general idea behind this diﬀerence is based on shielding as was introduced in the theory section of this report. The
brightness distributions also show a few small peaks at higher intensities, which could
that indicate multiple individual particles were located inside a single diﬀraction limited spot in a few of the measurements.

Besides the observation of a distribution shift towards higher intensities with increasing shell thickness, a key observation in ﬁgure 4.6 is the apparent broadening of the
distribution for increasing shell thickness. This broadening is observed for the distributions obtained at both power densities. This broadening can be explained by
the presence of dopant ions in the shell. It was always assumed that the shell is
completely passive (no ions present), but we argue that during the chemical synthesis
of the shell, an additional form of Ostwald ripening occurs (ﬁgure 4.7). During this
additional Ostwald ripening process, a fraction of the small core particles also dissolve
and mix with the dissolved shell material. The dissolved mixture of core and shell
monomers re-crystallizes on the core to form the shell, but since the solvent contains
a mixture of shell material and dopants, the re-crystallization process results in the
presence of dopants in the shell crystal. For longer incubation time with shell precursors, the shell grows thicker but the longer incubation time also results in stronger
additional Ostwald ripening, leading to additional dopants in the shell. These shelldopants create additional energy-migration pathways from the core-dopants to the
outer surface of the shell, resulting in additional quenching sites. Because the uptake
of dopants during the mixed Ostwald ripening is a random process, the thick shells
will have a wider distribution of the number of ions in the shell. This process is a
good explanation for the observation that upconversion nanoparticles in general still
show very low quantum eﬃciency as compared the bulk material despite growing large
shells around the doped core. In order to increase the eﬃciency of core/shell particles
it would be important to focus on other shell synthesis methods that minimize or
exclude the presence of dopants in the shell.
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Figure 4.7: Cartoon illustrating the generally assumed process in shell synthesis (top) and
the suggested mixed-Ostwald ripening process (bottom). In the assumed process the core
dopants are well shielded from the outer environment by the passive shell. In the suggested
process, the additional dopants in the shell lead to energy migration pathways from the
core-dopants to the outer surface of the shell, resulting in additional quenching sites.

4.2

Power dependence

It might be argued that the additional dopants in the shell also attribute to the
brightness increase, and that the shell has become redundant as a result of these
shell-dopants. If the shell still has a shielding function, the core/shell particles must
have a lower quenching rate than core-only particles. As a result, the power dependence of core/shell particles must diﬀer from the power dependence of core-only
particles. Therefore, it makes sense to investigate the power dependence of our different core/shell structures.
Since upconversion is a non-linear optical process, the optical response in terms of
emission intensity of the particles does in general not scale linearly with the excitation
power density. In section 2.3 it was already shown that in upconversion materials the
intensity scales as I ∝ P i where I is the emission intensity, P is the power density
of the excitation laser and i is the number of photons needed for the upconversion
process. For sensitized upconversion this relation holds only for low power densities,
for high power densities the relation reduces to I ∝ P as a result of saturation of the
intermediate excited states. Since the emission intensity of upconversion materials is
highly dependent on the the excitation power and power regime, the comparison of the
brightness of upconversion nanoparticles with diﬀerent core/shell structures may not
be straightforward. The power dependence of diﬀerent core/shell nanoparticles have
been scarcely studied in ensemble measurements, but never on a single particle scale.
This section presents our power dependence measurements on diﬀerent core/shell
structures in both ensemble (here noted as ’bulk’) and on a single particle scale.
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4.2.1

Bulk power dependence

The power dependence of bulk samples was experimentally investigated. The bulk
samples were created by spin-coating a high concentration of particles in hexane on
a coverslip. The laser power was varied with ND-ﬁlters positioned in the excitation
path and by manually adjusting the power of the laser source. The average emission
intensities were obtained from a ten second time trace and each measurement was
performed at the same sample location. The results are presented in a double-log
graph in ﬁgure 4.8. The solid lines show the apparent linear ﬁts with slopes as
determined by direct error weighing (OriginPro).

Intensity (counts/second)

Intensity (counts/second)

Ensemble Power Dependence

Slope: 2.20 ± 0.02

Slope: 1.73 ± 0.02
Slope: 1.08 ± 0.02

Slope: 1.67 ± 0.03
Slope: 1.06 ± 0.02

Slope: 1.55 ± 0.03
Slope: 1.01 ± 0.01

Figure 4.8: A double-log representation of power dependence measurements on samples
with high concentration of particles. The solid lines represent the linear ﬁts based on direct
error weighing. The error bars are based on the standard deviation from Poisson statistics:
√
σ = μ, where μ is the total number of counts in the time trace. The ﬁtted slopes are also
presented with their standard error. The measurement points with error bars that cross the
dark noise mean intensity (∼ 20 counts/second) and the points located at the ’bending point’
are excluded from the ﬁtting (gray points). The inset shows the corresponding core/shell
structure for each measurement: ANR10(1:0), ANR71(1:2), ANR73(1:3), ANR116(1:7) in
order of increasing shell thickness.
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The ﬁrst thing that comes to notice after observing the results in ﬁgure 4.8 is the
diﬀerence between the power dependence of the core-only sample and all core/shell
samples. The core-only shows just a single power dependence regime, whereas all
core/shell particles show two regimes. This diﬀerence indicates that the shell is actually doing something.
For the core-only sample a best ﬁt slope of 2.20 was obtained, rather close to
two which is expected in the low power regime for a two-photon process. The result
of a slope with a value larger than two arises from the presence of three photon
upconversion processes which is known to occur for blue emission [18], part of the
green emission [18] and part of the red emission [2].
The core/shell samples show two power density regimes, the values of the ﬁtted
slopes are also shown in ﬁgure 4.8. The presence of the two distinctive power density
regimes can be explained from the saturation of the intermediate energy states as was
discussed in section 2.3: when the power density is high enough, the upconversion
rate is much larger than the decay rate to lower levels, this leads to saturation of the
intermediate levels. For the core/shell particles a slope very close to one was found at
power densities > 0.7 × 105 W/cm2 . This slope of one is also predicted by the theory
based on saturation of the intermediate states. The ﬁtted slope in the low power
regime is ∼ 1.7 for all core/shell samples, which is clearly lower than in the case of
the core-only particles. This might be due to the experimental details: most of the
particles in the center of the excitation focus are saturated, whereas particles/ions
in the outer region of the focus are not saturated since they feel a lower eﬀective
power density due to the intensity gradient of the Gaussian focus. This mixture of
saturated and non-saturated particles/ions could lead to a slope smaller than two in
the double-log plot at the the low power density regime.
In present literature not many results are presented on the power dependence of
upconversion nanoparticles. Most papers have only studied the power dependence of
core only particles in solution and at relative low power densities (< 1 kW/cm2 ). Table
4.2 presents an overview of the ﬁtted slopes and power densities found in literature. It
can be observed that for low power densities, typically a slope of around two or higher
than two are found for both the green and red emission band indicating the presence
of both two- and three-photon processes for red and green emission. The only paper
that uses similar power densities to our measurements is [14] (last two entries in Table
4.2) where a clear saturation (leveling from a slope of 2 to a slope of 1) was observed.
This is surprising since we did not observe saturation for core-only particles in this
power density range. However here it must be noted that the core-only particles in
[14] had an average size of ∼ 20 nm, whereas our core-only particles were ∼ 11 nm.
The larger particle size leads to a decrease in the surface-to-volume ratio, thereby
reducing the surface quenching rate and enabling saturation at lower power density.
The fact that we observe saturation behavior for core/shell particles in our power
regime and no saturation for core-only particles clearly indicates that the shell does
have a signiﬁcant shielding eﬀect: the core/shell particles have a reduced quenching
rate as compared to the core-only particles.

4.2.2

Single-particle power dependence

The power dependence of single particles has also been investigated. The experimental
data and their apparent linear ﬁts are shown in ﬁgure 4.9. These results again show
a diﬀerence in power dependence between the core-only and core/shell particles. The
core-only particles show a single power density regime in the investigated power range,
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Reference

Green emission

Red emission

[19]
[20]

1.65
1.91 (525 nm)
1.9 (546 nm)
2
2.27 (core-only)
2.25 (core/shell)
2
2.11 (552 nm)
2.19 (526 nm)
1.68
1.89 (521 nm)
2
1

1.9
1.9 (668 nm)

[2]
[3]
[1]
[21]
[22]
[23]
[14]
[14]

Power density
(W/cm2 )
<3
<8

Particle type

2.4
2.45 (core-only)
2.22 (core/shell)
2.4
2.4 (663.5 nm)

0.1 − 10
< 150
0.1 − 1000
-

UC-powder
α-NaYF4
core-only
core-only
core-only
core/shell
core-only
nanocrystal

1.31
1.72 (655 nm)
2
1

< 2.5 × 103
1 − 60 × 103
0.8 − 10 × 105

core-only
core-only
core-only
core-only

Table 4.2: Power dependence slopes in double-log representations from bulk upconversion
nanoparticles in literature. The entries are organized based on increasing power density.
Only the last two entries have used similar power densities as in our study and also in this
paper the authors observed similar saturation behavior, i.e., a decrease in the ﬁtted slope
from 2 to 1.

whereas the core/shell particles show two distinct regimes as was also the case for the
bulk samples. The measurement points with error bars that cross the dark noise
mean intensity (∼ 20 counts/second) are excluded from the ﬁtting. All slopes are
signiﬁcantly lower as compared to the slopes found in the bulk samples which is an
interesting ﬁnding as this implies that the optical response of single particles in a
tightly focused excitation spot diﬀers signiﬁcantly from the ensemble counterpart.
The lower slopes might be the result of heterogeneity of the power dependence of
single particles within one sample which cannot be excluded due to the small number
of particles investigated in this power dependence study. Additional eﬀects such
as extreme saturation, cross-relaxation and sample heating could also lead to this
diﬀerence.
The observation that the core-only particles only show a single regime in the investigated power region whereas the core/shell particles clearly show an additional
(saturated) regime, is similar to the results on the bulk samples (ﬁgure 4.8). The
slopes of the ﬁtted lines however are much lower as compared to the bulk (high concentration) samples, which holds for all investigated particles. In the high power
density regime, the slope of the ﬁt (shown in red) is even lower than one, possibly indicating the presence of non-sensitized upconversion [12]. However, at the high power
densities used here a more likely scenario is extreme population saturation of the excited intermediate states since there are only a limited amount of ions present in a
single particle. Furthermore at very high power densities the absorption cross section
of the Yb3+ ions might change and rate constants could become power dependent as
a result of sample heating. Also at high power densities the eﬀect of cross-relaxation
can have a large inﬂuence on the population and upconversion processes. These effects are not included in the models. The power density at which these eﬀects are
dominant are not stated in the literature. To our knowledge these are the ﬁrst results
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Intensity (counts/second)

Single-Particle Power Dependence

Slope: 1.43 ± 0.02
Slope: 1.13 ± 0.02
Slope: 0.84 ± 0.02

Slope: 1.17 ± 0.03

Slope: 0.98 ± 0.02

Slope: 0.79 ± 0.02

Slope: 0.64 ± 0.02

Figure 4.9: A double-log representation of power dependence measurements on a single
particle from each core/shell construction. The solid lines represent the linear ﬁt based on
direct error weighing. The error bars are based on the standard deviation from Poisson
√
statistics: σ = μ, where μ is the total number of counts in the time trace. The ﬁtted
slopes are also presented with their standard error. The measurement points with error bars
that cross the dark noise mean intensity (∼ 20 counts/second) are excluded (gray points).
The inset shows the corresponding core/shell structure for each measurement: ANR10(1:0),
ANR71(1:2), ANR73(1:3), ANR116(1:7) in order of increasing shell thickness.
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on power dependence measurements on both core-only and core/shell upconversion
nanoparticles on a single particle level. Wu et al. [2] have presented some brief results on power dependence measurements on single core-only upconversion particles
in their supplementary info. The authors found a slope of ∼ 1 for both the red and
green emission bands in the low power density regime (∼ 4 × 105 − 1 × 106 W/cm2 )
and a slope of ∼ 0.5 in the high power density regime (∼ 1 − 7 × 106 W/cm2 ). Note
that their low power density regime is even higher than the maximal power density
used in our study, which explains their observation of a saturation regime for single
core-only particles while we were conﬁned to the lower power density regime without
saturation. The results shown by Wu et al. also showed a signiﬁcant decrease of the
slope as compared to the bulk measurements, which agrees with our observation.
The initial results shown in this section indicate a clear diﬀerence in power dependence of core-only and core/shell particles, which is deﬁnitely worth looking into in
future research since this would imply that comparison between the brightness of
core-only and core/shell particles is not straightforward: it highly depends on the
power density at which the brightness of the particles are compared. Moreover, Li et
al. [24] recently observed a turnover in the power dependence of cubic-phase NaYF4
(α-NaYF4 ) nanoparticle powder, where the emission intensity was found to decrease
with increasing laser power when the laser intensity was increased above ∼ 6 kW/cm2 .
They attribute this observation to radiative quantum eﬃciency decrease caused by
thermal heating. This reversal point must be much higher for the much more eﬃcient hexagonal-phase NaYF4 (β-NaYF4 ) nanoparticles since to our knowledge this
reversal has not yet been observed for these type of nanoparticles. Nevertheless, this
reversal point is important for practical considerations, since a high emission intensity
is desired while keeping the excitation power as low as possible.

4.3

Emission spectrum

The scanning confocal microscope setup was adjusted with a ﬂip-mirror in the emission path to switch from intensity to spectral measurements. With this setup scheme
(Chapter 3.2) it was possible to obtain scan images and subsequently record the local
spectrum at any location in the scanned region. Spectra from samples with a high
concentration of particles (’bulk’) were ﬁrst obtained, followed by spectral measurements on single particles.
The typical emission proﬁle for NaYF4 : Er3+ ,Yb3+ contains peaks centered around
∼ 520 nm, ∼ 550 nm, and ∼ 670 nm. A small blue peak at (∼ 410 nm) [5, 13, 18, 25]
arises from a three photon process, but is not consistently observed in literature. Furthermore, not all studies show the spectrum below 500 nm, thereby making it diﬃcult
to argue whether this peak is consistently present.

4.3.1

Bulk sample spectra

Spectral measurements on bulk samples were performed at two diﬀerent power densities with an integration time of 20 seconds. The result is shown in ﬁgure 4.10. This
spectrum agrees with the typical emission proﬁle for NaYF4 : Er3+ ,Yb3+ with peaks
centered around ∼ 520 nm, ∼ 550 nm, and ∼ 670 nm. The small blue peak (∼ 410
nm) is clearly absent in our measurements for all core/shell structures. It might be
argued that the power density used in our measurements is not high enough to popu25

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: (a) Typical background subtracted emission proﬁle of a high concentration
spin-coated sample (ANR116) at a power density of ∼ 3.2 × 105 W/cm2 (black) and ∼ 0.57 ×
105 W/cm2 (red), (b) A typical background subtracted emission proﬁle of a single particle
(ANR73) at a power density of ∼ 3.2 × 105 W/cm2 . Integration time for all measurements
was 20 seconds.

late the high 2 H9/2 energy level that leads to this transition, for example: the ∼ 410
nm peak was also absent in the spectra obtained by Yi et al. [26] where they excited
samples with an unfocused 980 nm CW laser beam with power densities in the order
of 10 W/cm2 , which is orders of magnitude lower than the power densities used in our
study. However, in the studies where this peak was present, the power densities were
also typically lower than or comparable to ours, hence the reasoning of insuﬃcient
power density seems invalid.
In contrast to the absent peak at ∼ 410 nm, an additional peak centered at ∼ 700
nm is clearly present in our measurements. This peak is scarcely reported in other
studies. In one paper this peak is attributed to the 4 F7/2 → 4 I13/2 transition [18], i.e.,
a transition to another intermediate state instead of the ground state. In Appendix C
the spectral measurements on all bulk samples are presented, and it can be observed
that at lower power density (∼ 0.57 × 105 W/cm2 ), the ∼ 700 nm peak is suppressed
or even absent.

4.3.2

Single-particle spectra

Single-particle spectra were already studied by Schietinger et al. [18]. In their work,
the spectrum of core-only particles of diﬀerent sizes were characterized and it was
concluded that the red/green ratio mainly depends on phonon conﬁnement. Gainer
et al. [20] recently showed that the red/green ratio can be tuned for ∼ 14 nm αNaYF4 nanoparticles by changing the repetition rate of the excitation laser. Some
other parameters that can inﬂuence the emission spectrum include the dopant concentration, possible dopants present in the passive shell, defects in the crystal lattice,
and quenching by surface ligands. Since we cannot strictly exclude the inﬂuence of
any of these parameters on our results, the possible eﬀect of the shell thickness on
the emission spectrum of single particles cannot be investigated in a controlled way.
The results shown in this section are pilot results that might give new insights on the
eﬀect of the shell on the emission proﬁle.
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We have obtained single-particle spectra on all core/shell structures (ﬁgure 4.10 (b)).
These spectra were obtained at a power density of ∼ 3.2×105 W/cm2 with an integration time of 20 seconds. In order to average out possible inﬂuences of the mentioned
parameters, the spectra of ∼ 50 particles were obtained for each core/shell structure.
The spectra were background subtracted and averaged to obtain a representation of
the overall single particle spectrum (ﬁgure 4.11). From these averaged spectra no
diﬀerence in the red/green ratio was observed for varying shell thickness. However,
from this ﬁgure the overall spectral intensity increase with increasing shell thickness is
clearly visible, which is in line with the results based on the brightness distributions.
In order to quantify this, the total spectral intensity in the detected wavelength range
was divided by 20 seconds to obtain an indication of the average counts per second
per particle detected by the spectrograph. These values are also shown in ﬁgure 4.11.
Within the suggested error range these values agree quite well with the brightness
values obtained from the distribution peaks.
Interesting to note is the increase of the peak intensity around 700 nm with increasing
shell-thickness. This peak was also observed in the bulk spectra and is attributed
to the 4 F7/2 → 4 I13/2 transition [18]. We suggest that the 4 F7/2 level is either
directly populated through a two-photon upconversion process without a relaxation
step, or indirectly through a three-photon upconversion process with an additional
multiphonon relaxation step. The transition from 4 F7/2 to another intermediate state
(4 I13/2 ) is probably less favorable compared to a direct transition to the ground
state. This would explain the observation that the peak around 700 nm is much more
prominent in high power density (ﬁgure 4.10) spectra and that this peak appears
only in our emission spectrum of single core/shell particles and not in the spectrum
of single core-only particles (black). Saturating the energy levels in core-only particles
takes much higher power densities as a result of the higher non-emission relaxation
rates. Since our power density regime is in the non-saturating range, three-photon
upconversion processes are less eﬃcient for core-only particles (recall the slope of
2.20 in ﬁgure 4.8) in comparison with core/shell particles (slope of ∼ 1.7 in ﬁgure
4.8). Transitions that require direct population without an additional relaxation step
are very ineﬃcient, but for core/shell particles, three-photon processes and direct
population are suggested to be more eﬃcient, leading to a probability increase for
ineﬃcient transitions such as 4 F7/2 → 4 I13/2 .
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1698 counts/sec

1586 counts/sec

986 counts/sec

389 counts/sec

Figure 4.11: The average emission proﬁle per particle, obtained by averaging the background subtracted emission spectrum for ∼ 50 particles for each core/shell structure. An
artiﬁcial oﬀset is introduced to allow easy comparison. Integration time for each individual measurement is 20 seconds. An overlay representation of this graph can be found in
Appendix C. The cartoons on the right correspond to the diﬀerent core/shell structures:
ANR10(1:0) (black), ANR71(1:2) (red), ANR73(1:3) (blue), ANR116(1:7) (magenta) in order of increasing shell thickness.
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5

Conclusions
The brightness of single core-only and single core/shell NaYF4 : Er3+ ,Yb3+ upconversion nanoparticles have been characterized. Long time trace recordings (200 seconds)
on the emission of single particles showed no signs of photoblinking or photobleaching.
Many individual core-only and core/shell particles were characterized and showed
a brightness increase for increasing shell thickness. Furthermore, a broadening was
observed in the brightness distribution with increasing shell thickness. The higher
brightness for core/shell particles as compared to core-only particles agrees with the
results from other ensemble studies and is attributed to the eﬃcient shielding of
the active core by the passive shell, leading to lower phonon-electron coupling and
thereby reducing the multiphonon relaxation rate. The broadening of the single particle brightness distribution with increasing shell thickness was observed for the distributions obtained at two diﬀerent power densities. We conclude that this broadening
is the result of dopants in the shell.
It was always assumed that the shell is completely passive (no ions present), but
during the chemical synthesis of the shell, an additional form of Ostwald ripening
might occur. During this additional Ostwald ripening process, a fraction of the small
core particles also dissolve and mix with the dissolved shell material. The dissolved
mixture of core and shell monomers re-crystallizes on the core to form the shell, but
since the shell material is now mixed with dopants, this process results in the presence of dopants in the shell crystal. For longer incubation time with shell precursors,
the shell grows thicker but the longer incubation time also results in stronger additional Ostwald ripening, leading to the presence of dopants in the shell. As a result,
additional energy-migration pathways from the active core ions to the outer surface
of the shell are formed. The uptake of dopants in the shell is a random process; a
thicker shell leads to a broader distribution of dopants and broadens the single particle brightness distribution. This suggested mechanism would also be a reasonable
explanation for the fact that upconversion nanoparticles in general still show very
low quantum eﬃciency as compared to the bulk material despite growing large shells
around the doped core.
It might be argued that the additional dopants in the shell also contribute to the
brightness increase. However, the initial results on the power dependence of both
ensemble samples and single particles showed a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in power dependence between the core-only and core/shell particles in the investigated power range
which indicates that the shell does in fact have a shielding eﬀect. The power dependence can be described by I ∝ P a where the value of a was determined from the slope
of a double log representation of emission intensity I vs. excitation power density P .
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The core-only particles showed a single power regime (single slope) in the investigated power range, whereas the core/shell particles showed two distinct regimes (two
slopes). The presence of two slopes for core/shell particles is well explained in theory
by intermediate energy level saturation. The fact that we observe saturation behavior
for core/shell particles in our power regime and no saturation for core-only particles
clearly indicates that the shell does have a signiﬁcant shielding eﬀect: the core/shell
particles have a reduced quenching rate as compared to the core-only particles which
results in a more eﬃcient upconversion process in core/shell particles compared to
core-only particles.
Emission spectra of ensemble and single particles were obtained. The typical high intensity peaks centered around ∼ 520 nm, ∼ 550 nm, and ∼ 670 nm are clearly present
in all measurements. However, the small peak around ∼ 410 nm which is typically
present in spectra of these type of particles was absent in all our measurements. The
reason for the absence of this peak in our spectra is not very clear.
A peak around ∼ 700 nm (attributed to the 4 F7/2 → 4 I13/2 transition [18]) was
observed for high power density measurements and in spectra of single core/shell
particles. For single core-only particles and low power density measurements on ensemble samples, this peak was very weak or even absent. Moreover, this peak is
not consistently reported in studies on NaYF4 : Er3+ ,Yb3+ nanoparticles. Based on
the observations from this study, the surrounding shell and power density appears to
inﬂuence the eﬃciency of this transition. We suggest that the 4 F7/2 level is either
directly populated through a two photon upconversion process without a relaxation
step, or indirectly through a three photon upconversion process with an additional
multiphonon relaxation step. Additional experiments are needed to further investigate
the underlying process.
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6

Recommendations
The experiments presented in this report have shown the power of optically characterizing single upconversion nanoparticles with our setup and could lead to many new
insights on the eﬀectiveness of the core/shell structure.
The materials group that synthesizes the upconversion particles should look into the
results and discussion of this report. These results show some new insights in the
reasoning for the low brightness of the particles. We advice the materials group to
look into alternative shell-synthesis methods that minimize the presence of dopants
in the shell. This feedback is important for optimization of the synthesis process to
ultimately produce small and bright upconversion nanoparticles that can be used as
biological markers. Synthesizing eﬃcient upconversion nanoparticles that are soluble
in water is the ultimate goal. Therefore it is important to also characterize water
soluble particles, since their optical behavior might vary from the oleic-acid based
particles as a result of the diﬀerent surface ligands.
Further investigating the emission spectra of individual particle could give new insights. An earlier study already indicated that the size of upconversion particles
aﬀects the green/red emission ratio as a result of phonon conﬁnement, but the effect of the shell thickness has not been studied on a single particle level. The pilot
experiments presented in this report show the rise of a peak at 700 nm in the emission
spectrum with increasing shell thickness, which in itself is interesting enough to be
studied further. It could be easily investigated to check if this transition is the result
of either a two- or three-photon process by looking at the power dependence of a small
emission band around 700 nm. Also the possible inﬂuence of the laser power density
on the diﬀerent peaks in the emission spectrum is interesting to look into.
We conclude that the broadening of the brightness distribution is caused by additional
energy migration pathways caused by dopants present in the shell. This reasoning
could be further validated by studying the lifetime behavior of single particles as this
might lead to further insights in the quenching rates of the particles. In the current
setup lifetimes of max 50 ns can be studied, which is multiple orders of magnitude
too low to gain insight in the long lifetimes of the intermediate states in the energy
scheme (∼ µs to ms). A pulse picker could be used to gain more insight in these
long lifetimes. An alternative option is using a diode laser in combination with a
pulsed diode laser driver, which would be a more suitable option in terms of average
power. If the broadening of the brightness distribution is really a result of additional
non-relaxation pathways in the shell, then for increasing shell thickness there must
be some correlation with the lifetime distribution.
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Further experiments are needed to investigate heterogeneity of the power dependence
behavior of single particles. The current method to determine the power dependence
however is very time-consuming. A few adjustments to the setup and software could
make these measurements much more time eﬃcient. Furthermore it would be interesting to investigate the power dependence of the diﬀerent energy transitions separately
with additional emission ﬁlters.
The excitation in the current setup is 975 nm (50 nm width). By using a CW 976 nm
diode laser with a clean up ﬁlter, a much narrower high power excitation line can be
created, this might lead to more eﬃcient upconversion and increase the experimental
power density range. This adjustment would require setup and software adjustments,
but it could be worth looking into if it results in more eﬃcient upconversion. Additionally, power density comparison with other studies will be more straightforward
since in most other studies a CW 975-980 nm diode laser is used.
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Part II
Design and realization of a CW-STED
super-resolution microscope setup
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Introduction
Ever since the invention of the microscope, researchers have extensively studied biological structures and molecules on a microscopic level. With an increasing knowledge
about these systems, we also learned that these microscopic systems are highly complex and therefore many biological processes are still poorly understood.
Over the last few decades ﬂuorescence microscopy/spectroscopy techniques have
become an increasingly popular choice for imaging, identifying and characterizing the
microscopic mechanisms behind these biological processes. By labeling molecules under investigation with a suitable ﬂuorophore, or by using ﬂuorescent proteins, speciﬁcity and moreover high contrast can be obtained which allows non-invasive high
quality microscopic imaging and single-molecule tracking. Although ﬂuorescence microscopy allows high contrast imaging, its spatial resolution is, like all optical techniques, limited to the optical diﬀraction limit as theoretically stated by Abbe [27].
This limit is roughly equal to half of the excitation wavelength, which is about 200
nm for the smallest visible wavelength that can be used. This limit is still about one
to two orders of magnitude larger than the size of single proteins, thereby making
it very diﬃcult to resolve very small structures or visualizing small scale processes
like synaptic vesicle fusion [28, 29]. Basically, the diﬀraction limit makes it impossible to distinguish details in optically obtained images that are spatially separated
within this limit. The Abbe equation shows that the use of a shorter wavelength or
an increase in numerical aperture will decrease the spot size. In modern optics the
numerical aperture is limited (NA < 1.6) as a result of the limited practical angular
aperture and currently available immersion media. Decreasing the wavelength into
the UV-range or even X-ray-range requires expensive materials. Moreover these short
wavelength radiation techniques suﬀer from low contrast in biological samples and
can cause damage to biological samples due to the high photon energy.
Alternative nanoscopic techniques such as Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
and Transmission Electron Micrsocopy (TEM) allow high resolution imaging with
nanometer accuracy. However, these high resolution techniques are in general not
suitable for living and dynamic samples. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) can be
used for living samples, but is also limited to surface imaging. Therefore, biophysical
researchers have focused on new nanoscopic techniques that are minimally invasive
and are suited for studies in living cells and other dynamic systems while still allowing
high spatial resolution imaging.
In order to proﬁt from the advantages of optical microscopy, researchers have
developed techniques to circumvent the diﬀraction limit. Some of these super resolution techniques, such as Photo-Activation Localization Microscopy (PALM) [30] and
Stochastical Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM) [31] make use of mathematical methods to localize the emitting center of single ﬂuorophores and reconstruct
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an image afterwards with a resolution far exceeding that of conventional ﬂuorescence
microscopy. Other techniques circumvent the diﬀraction limit in a physical manner.
Some examples are Near-Field Scanning Optical Microscopy (NSOM) [32], 4-pi Microscopy [33] and Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED) [34]. A combination of
both physical and mathematical methods as in Structural Illumination Microscopy
(SIM) [35] is also used. In 1994 Stefan Hell developed the theory of STED microscopy
in which he showed that the diﬀraction limit in microscopy could be circumvented
in a purely physical manner [34]. The technique Hell presented was based on eﬀectively switching oﬀ (deplete) ﬂuorophores in the outer region of the diﬀraction limited
spot with the process of stimulated emission. Because of the characteristics of both
ﬂuorescence and stimulated emission, STED typically requires high laser intensities
(> 100 MW/cm2 ), ps pulsed laser sources [34] and very precise spatial alignment of
the STED and excitation focus. It was not until 1999 when Hell’s group managed to
successfully put the STED technique into practice for the ﬁrst time [36]. Over the
last decade much progress has been made and resolutions of up to 15 − 30 nm have
been reported [37, 38] and have even resulted in an unprecedented all-physics optical resolution of 5.8 nm in crystal color centers [39]. Because of its high obtainable
and tunable spatial resolution and relatively fast image acquisition, STED has shown
to be one of the most promising optical super-resolution techniques. Furthermore,
STED is not limited to specialized photoswitchable ﬂuorophores and ﬂuorophore labeling density in contrast to other high super-resolution techniques like STORM and
PALM, which makes STED applicable to a wide range of dyes. The development of
high power CW-laser sources have also lead to the development of CW-STED [40, 41],
which does not require the tight pulse synchronization as was previously needed for
pulsed-STED, thereby making the experimental realization of STED less complex.
Additionally, since STED is an all-physics optical super-resolution technique, it can
be applied in combination with other powerful ﬂuorescent techniques such as ﬂuorescent correlation spectroscopy (FCS) [42], which is impossible for super-resolution
techniques based on computational reconstruction.
In this report the theory behind confocal ﬂuorescence microscopy and STED microscopy will be introduced. Furthermore, the design of a custom built STED microscope setup and the practical diﬃculties of this setup will be described in detail.
As there are many diﬀerent ways to realize a STED setup, the choices made for the
design of this speciﬁc setup are discussed in detail. Initial testing results and characterization of the setup are presented and discussed. The report concludes with some
remarks and a future outlook on the realized setup.
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8

Theory
This chapter presents some theoretical background on Stimulated Emission Depletion
(STED) Microscopy. The ﬁrst part of this chapter will introduce the basic principles of
ﬂuorescence, stimulated emission and the diﬀraction limit. The second part describes
the basics of STED and how this principle can be used for super-resolution imaging.

8.1

Fluorescence and stimulated emission

The basic principle of ﬂuorescence can be illustrated using a Jablonski diagram (Figure 8.1 (a)). A ﬂuorescent molecule can be excited to a higher vibrational energy state
(S1vib in Figure 8.1 (a)) with a light source. This excitation is most eﬃcient at the
optimal excitation wavelength of the ﬂuorophore, which most often also corresponds
to the absorption maximum. After this process of photon absorption, which happens
almost instantly, the molecule quickly relaxes without radiation to the lowest vibrational energy level of S1 . This state has a much longer lifetime (∼ ns) as compared
to a vibrational state (∼ ps), which leads to the following transition to originate only
from this state. During the next transition, the molecule falls back into the ground
state (S0 ) either by non-radiative decay or by spontaneous emission. In the ﬁrst case

S1vib

Excitation
Emission
Non-radiative
decay

knr

kfl

Fluorescence

kexc

Excitation

S1

S0vib
S0
(a)

(b)

Figure 8.1: (a) Jablonski diagram illustrating the energy state transitions leading to ﬂuorescence and non-radiative decay to the ground state. (b) Excitation and the red shifted
emission proﬁle of Alexa 488. Here it is clearly visible that the emission proﬁle is red shifted
and is similar to a mirrored version of the excitation proﬁle.
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energy is released in the form of heat, in the second by releasing energy in the form
of a photon. Since energy has been lost during the process due to the vibrational
relaxation step, the emitted ﬂuorescent photon has a lower energy than the excitation
photon which leads to a red shift of the emission proﬁle relative to the excitation
proﬁle. Quantum mechanically the exact transition leading to ﬂuorescence are not
clearly deﬁned, but is described by a transition probability. Together with various
inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadening eﬀects, the emission proﬁle will have
a broad continuous appearance and typically resembles a shifted mirrored version of
the absorption proﬁle (Figure 8.1 (b)).
Stimulated emission is an additional photon emission process and was theoretically
discovered by Albert Einstein in 1917 [43]. In this case the atom or molecule in
an excited energy state with energy gap ΔE = E1 − E0 is stimulated to emit a
photon with the same phase, frequency and polarization as an incident photon with
an energy equal to the energy gap ΔE = hν, where h is the Planck constant and ν
is the frequency of the photon. The process of stimulated emission is also illustrated
in ﬁgure 8.2. The rate of stimulated emission is given by kst = σΦ, where Φ is the
number of photons per area per time unit and σ is the stimulated emission cross
section for the related transition. Since σ for ﬂuorescent dyes are typically very small
(in the order of 10−17 cm2 ), this process is not very eﬃcient. Relatively high intensities
(> 40 MW · cm−2 ) are needed to make the stimulated emission rate comparable to
the spontaneous emission rate of ∼ 109 s−1 .

Before emission
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hν
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ΔE = E1- E0 = hν
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E0
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Figure 8.2: Diagram illustrating the process of stimulated emission from left to right.
An atom in an excited state is stimulated to emit a photon by an incident photon. The
stimulated emitted photon has the same phase, frequency and polarization as the incident
photon. For simpliﬁcation, non-radiative processes and vibrational energy states are not
shown in this ﬁgure.
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8.2

Diﬀraction limit

The resolution of optical microscopy is physically limited. This fundamental limit
was ﬁrst described by Ernst Karl Abbe in 1873 [27] and although no equations were
mentioned in his paper, Abbe reported that the smallest resolvable distance between
two points using a conventional microscope may never be smaller than half the wavelength of the imaging light. In some of his later papers he derived that as a result of
diﬀraction, the imaging resolution was limited to half the wavelength λ modiﬁed by
the refractive index n of the medium and the angle θ of the cone of focused light:
λ
λ
=
(8.1)
2n sin θ
2NA
The numerical aperture (NA) and the resolution limit is schematically illustrated in
ﬁgure 8.3. The limit is basically a result of diﬀraction processes and the wave nature
of light. The high frequency components that give an image its sharpness are lost
by the ﬁnite numerical aperture of the lens that collects the light. This results in a
blurry appearance of the captured image. In more mathematical sense it can also be
said that the resulting image is a convolution of the actual object with the so-called
point spread function (PSF) of the optical system. The PSF is the response of an
optical system to a point emitter due to the diﬀraction limit and imperfections in
the optical system. In a perfect optical system without any aberrations, the PSF is
well-described by the so called Airy function. As a result of the diﬀraction limit, two
emitting points cannot be optically resolved if the distance between them is smaller
than the diﬀraction limit, which is illustrated in ﬁgure 8.3 (b).
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NA = n sin(θ)
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Figure 8.3: (a) Illustration of the numerical aperture (NA) of a microscope objective, (b)
Two points are blurred by diﬀraction, which results in a limited resolution. The smallest
λ
.
resolvable distance between two points with an optical technique is limited by d = 2nsinθ
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8.3

Super-resolution imaging with Stimulated Emission Depletion

In the last two decades some very successful techniques have been developed to circumvent the ﬁrst seemingly unbreakable diﬀraction limit. The most promising optical
super resolution technique is based on the concept of stimulated emission depletion
(STED) as ﬁrst described in theory by Stefan Hell [34]. The idea presented in this
paper is based on depleting ﬂuorophores in the outer region of the diﬀraction limited spot with a second laser, the STED-laser, which has a red-shifted wavelength
(λSTED ) and a small spatial oﬀset with respect to the excitation laser. In the region
where both lasers overlap, the ﬂuorophores are excited by the excitation laser but
are stimulated to emit at the wavelength of the second laser (λSTED ). If the stimulated emission rate is high enough, the ﬂuorophores in the overlapping region will
emit photons with wavelength λSTED due to stimulated emission rather than emitting ﬂuorescent photons with wavelength λF (spontaneous emission). The process
of stimulated emission eﬀectively depletes the ﬂuorophores in the overlapping region
leaving only the ﬂourophores in the non-overlapping region able to ﬂuoresce. The
ﬂuorophores in the overlapping region are thus not switched into an ’oﬀ-state’ by the
STED beam, but are merely stimulated to emit photons with the same wavelength as
the STED laser. The photons that arise from stimulated emission are suppressed in
the emission path with an appropriate ﬁlter, while the ﬂuorescent photons are able to
reach the detector. This ﬁltering ultimately leads to a size reduction of the eﬀective
ﬂuorescent spot as is illustrated in ﬁgure 8.4 (b).
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Figure 8.4: (a) Jablonski diagram illustrating the process of excitation, stimulated emission
and ﬂuorescence. (b) When two diﬀraction limited STED spots are overlapped with a
diﬀraction limited excitation spot with oﬀset Δx and when the STED intensity is high
enough, the ﬂuorophores in the outer region of the excitation spot are eﬀectively depleted
to the ground state by stimulated emission. In the region where there is no STED ﬁeld
present, the ﬂuorophores are still able to ﬂuoresce. As a result, the eﬀective ﬂuorescence
spot is reduced to below the diﬀraction limit, but only in the direction of the oﬀset.
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8.3.1

STED beam shaping

The oﬀset method as described in the previous section allows resolution increase
only in the lateral direction of the oﬀset. This limitation could be partially solved
by using four oﬀset beams. However, this requires either multiple STED lasers or
splitting a single high intensity STED beam into four separate beams. Both options
are experimentally challenging, since it requires very precise alignment of multiple
beams. A more delicate solution would be to shape a single STED beam in such a
way that it creates a symmetrical high intensity proﬁle around a zero intensity center
in the focus. This doughnut-like shape (ﬁgure 8.5 (c)) allows eﬃcient and symmetrical
conﬁnement of the depleted region. To create a perfect null intensity in the focus of a
high NA lens, it is quite intuitive that the phase front of the incoming beam must be
shaped such that the focused light interferes destructively in the focus center. Over
the last decade, diﬀerent options have been implemented to create such a focal spot,
and the development is still ongoing.
One way to create a perfect null intensity in the focus is by using an annular phase
plate [44]. This plate consists of two rings, where the center ring is slightly thicker
than the outer ring such that the light passing through the inner ring receives a phase
shift of π with respect to the light passing through the outer ring (ﬁgure 8.5 (b) top
ﬁgure). The two rings can be thought to create two diﬀerent point spread functions in
the focus [45]. The small inner ring has a small eﬀective NA, and will therefore lead
to a large PSF. The outer ring has a larger eﬀective NA and will result in a smaller
eﬀective PSF. Because the latter has a phase shift of π with respect to the eﬀective
PSF created the inner ring, the PSF created by the outer ring interferes destructively
with the larger PSF and eﬀectively creates a hole in the center of the focus. This
principle of destructive interference will only work if the photon ﬂux passing through
the inner ring equals the photon ﬂux through the outer ring, therefore the diameter of
the inner ring is related to the STED beam diameter. Moreover, the polarization must
be circular to make sure that the ﬁelds in all directions cancel out. With a MATLAB
simulation (Appendix F) based on the equations given by Hao et al. [46], we can
simulate the shape of the focus in multiple planes after phase modulation and with
diﬀerent polarizations. Simulation of diﬀerent planes in the focal area with circular
polarization and no phase modulation is shown in ﬁgure 8.5 (a). When the beam is
phase modulated with an annular phase plate (ﬁgure 8.5 (b)), a doughnut-like shape
will be formed in the YX-plane in the focus center. In ZX- and ZY-plane it can be
observed that a hole is cut in the focus center as a result of destructive interference.
In 2004, Torok et al. [47] proposed that a doughnut-shaped focus can also be
obtained from a class of vector beams called Gauss-Laguerre beams. The fundamental
Gauss-Laguerre mode has a perfect doughnut shape after high NA lens focusing, and
can be created by shaping a fundamental Gaussian mode with circular polarization
and by spatially modifying the phase distribution. This phase distribution must have
a helical shape and must be oriented properly with respect to the handedness of the
circular polarization. This shape modiﬁcation can be realized with a vortex phase
plate (ﬁgure 8.5 (c) top ﬁgure), which is basically a thin helical ramped layer with
varying thickness such that it leads to a spatial phase-adjustment of the beam as
given by the vortex function:
A(r, Φ) = eiΦ , Φ = [0...2π]
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(8.2)
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Figure 8.5: MATLAB simulation results of the normalized intensity in XY and XZ planes in
the focus of the objective with perfect circularly polarized light. As a result of the symmetry,
the ZY plane is similar to the ZX plane and is therefore not shown here. Black represents
a normalized intensity of zero, while white represents a normalized intensity of one. The
simulations are performed in a 800 nm × 800 nm area for each plane with 10 nm step
size. The top illustrations show the type of phase adjustment that was used. (a) When the
incoming beam is not spatially phase-adjusted, the focus is a diﬀraction limited spot in XY
plane and has a cigar shape in ZX and ZY planes. (b) When an annular phase plate is used
to spatially adjust the phase of the beam, the focus in XY plane will have a doughnut shape.
ZX and ZY plane will contain two cigars aligned in Z with a null intensity in the center.
(c) A vortex phase plate will also lead to a doughnut in XY plane, but with much higher
absolute intensity compared to the doughnut formed by the annular phase plate. In ZX and
ZY plane the focus shows two cigar shapes aligned in respectively X and Y direction.

Simulations of the focus obtained with a vortex phase plate are presented in ﬁgure
8.5 (b). When comparing both the results of the annular and vortex phase plate, it
can be seen that the lateral resolution would beneﬁt from using a vortex phase plate,
while the axial resolution would mostly beneﬁt from using an annular phase plate. By
using a combination of both types of phase plates, resolution in both lateral and axial
directions can be increased. This however would require either two STED lasers, or
splitting a single high power beam, phase adjust them separately and then recombine
them before being directed into the microscope. These options are more challenging
since it requires an additional path that needs to be aligned perfectly. Furthermore
the additional optics leads to power loss. Despite these challenges, a combination of
both an annular and vortex plate in a single setup have been demonstrated [48].
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There are also alternative methods to obtain a suitable STED focus, such as using
a spatial light modulator (SLM) or by using other types of phase-plates or phase
modulators [45, 49]. However, the annular and vortex phase plates are most widely
used in STED.

8.3.2

Obtainable resolution

Figure 8.6 illustrates how the overlap of a doughnut shaped STED beam leads to an
increase in resolution. In this ﬁgure, two thin wire like structures are labeled with
ﬂuorophores and are in close vicinity of each other (< diﬀraction limit). In conventional ﬂuorescent microscopy the two wires cannot be spatially separated due to the
diﬀraction limit as a large area of ﬂuorophores is excited and therefore able to ﬂuoresce. When STED is applied, the overlapping STED doughnut results in depletion
of the ﬂuorophores in the outer region of the excitation spot. This depletion result
in a conﬁnement of the area in which the ﬂuorophores are still allowed to ﬂuoresce.
When the sample is raster scanned, the reduced size of the eﬀective ﬂuorescent spot
enables the spatial separation of the two closely spaced wires in the resulting image.
The increase in spatial resolution is dependent on the STED excitation intensity
and can be described mathematically. With a doughnut-shaped STED focus, the
FWHM Δr of the eﬀective ﬂuorescent spot can be described by:
Δr ≈

n sin θ

1
λ
0.5λ
 max
 max
=
2NA ISTED
ISTED /Isat + 1
/Isat + 1

(8.3)

Equation 8.3 is the familiar inverse square root intensity law for STED: the FWHM
resolution approximately scales with the inverse square root of the STED intensity.
The deﬁnition of Δr is also illustrated in ﬁgure 8.7. Also note that the ﬁrst part
of the right hand of equation 8.3 is the conventional diﬀraction limit (equation 8.1),
max
= 0 equation 8.3 reduces to Abbe’s diﬀraction
i.e., when the STED intensity ISTED
limit. The full derivation of this equation can be found in appendix D. In theory, the
maximum obtainable resolution as stated by equation 8.3 would be inﬁnitely small. In
practice however, the extreme intensities required to reach extreme high resolutions
would lead to unwanted eﬀects such as photobleaching, optical trapping, multi-photon
absorption, sample heating or even sample destruction. However the setup would most
likely be practically limited due to stage drift or become dark noise limited due to
the decreasing intensity that inevitably comes with increasing resolution. Moreover
in the ultimate environment where STED is to be used, i.e. in biological samples,
other processes such as diﬀusion play an important role. Lee and Boller [50] recently
showed in a theoretical paper that there is a signiﬁcant trade-oﬀ between the signal to
noise ratio, which depends on the pixel dwell time, and the time it takes for a particle
to diﬀuse out of the null of the STED doughnut. As a result they showed that STED
resolution is most likely to be limited by diﬀusion processes in biological samples.
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Figure 8.6: Cartoon illustrating the spatial resolution increase by STED. Two thin wire-like
structures are labeled with ﬂuorophores (gray dots). In conventional confocal microscopy
most of the ﬂuorophores in the focal region are excited (red) and are able to ﬂuoresce,
resulting in a large blob in the image. When STED is applied, a doughnut-shaped beam is
overlapped with the excitation spot in the focal region. This leads to depletion of most of the
excited ﬂuorophores in the overlapping region (yellow dots), leaving only the ﬂuorophores in
the center of the doughnut to ﬂuoresce (green).
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Figure 8.7: Top: overlapping a doughnut-shaped STED spot with a diﬀraction limited
excitation spot will result in a conﬁnement of the area in which ﬂuorophores are able to
ﬂuoresce. Bottom: (a) Graph illustrating the overlap of the intensity of the STED donut
shaped spot ISTED (r) (orange) and excitation spot (blue) in one dimension. (b) Graph
illustrating the decrease in the width of the eﬀective ﬂuorescence probability h(r) (green) as
a result of STED. Δr is the FWHM of the eﬀective ﬂuorescence probability (equation 8.3.)
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Chapter

9

Setup design
The objective of this project was to design and realize an easy-to-use, robust STED
microscope for biophysical research done in the Nanbiophysics group. In this chapter,
the design and the speciﬁc choices made to realize this setup will be discussed in detail.
Furthermore, the main practical diﬃculties of realizing this setup are presented and
discussed.

9.1

Fluorescence confocal microscopy

Biological systems are typically three dimensional structures. When the ﬂuorophore
labeled sample is ﬂooded with excitation laser light like in conventional wideﬁeld
microscopy, the resulting image is usually highly disturbed by out-of-focus ﬂuorescent
light. This leads to blurring of the image and results in a signiﬁcant decrease in
contrast. Confocal microscopy is a technique to reduce this unwanted out of focus
light. In this technique, the excitation light is tightly focused in the sample. The
emission light from the focus is collected by the same objective, after which it is
focused through a small pinhole and directed towards a photodetector (Figure 9.1
(a)). The out of focus emission light will be largely blocked by the pinhole (Figure
9.1 (b)). The result of this method is that only the light from the focal volume is
able to reach the detector. The drawback is that also light from other locations in
the focal plane is blocked: confocal microscopy is pointwise excitation and pointwise
detection. One solution is to raster scan the sample point by point to reconstruct a
complete image in which only ﬂuorescent signal from the focal plane is collected. This
raster scanning can be repeated for diﬀerent focal planes to section thick samples and
reconstruct a 3D image of the sample.
STED is practically an extension of confocal microscopy. The STED beam needs
to be focused in the sample to obtain the high intensity needed for stimulated emission,
while pointwise detection reduces the out-of-focus light. To make STED work, the
excitation focus center and STED intensity null of the doughnut shaped focus need
to overlap perfectly. An image can then be obtained by raster scanning the sample,
for example with a piezo scanning stage. The size of the pinhole used will determine
the depth of focus of the microscope.
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Figure 9.1: Illustration of the confocal microscope principle. A collimated beam of excitation light (blue) is tightly focused in the sample by a microscope objective. The left
image shows that the emission light resulting from the focal spot will be focused through the
pinhole and most light will reach the detector. The right hand side shows the case where
the emitted light arises from a point that is located outside the focal volume. This light will
not be focused through the pinhole and only a very small amount of light is able to reach
the detector. As a result, the out of focus ﬂuorescent light is mainly blocked by the pinhole
and therefore the background signal is signiﬁcantly reduced.

9.2

Pulsed STED vs. CW-STED

STED is most widely implemented with pulsed lasers systems, but with recent advances eﬃcient STED systems have been realized with CW laser sources as well [40,
41, 51, 52]. Pulsed STED requires tight synchronization of excitation and STED
pulses. Furthermore the extremely short pulses emitted by most pulsed laser sources
need to be stretched to make stimulated emission more eﬃcient. Continuous wave
STED does not suﬀer from these drawbacks, but it does require a higher average
power laser source for eﬃcient depletion compared with pulsed-STED.
The need for tight pulse synchronization can be illustrated with the use of a
Jablonski diagram (Figure 9.2 a) and the rates at which diﬀerent energy transitions
occur. An excitation pulse excites ﬂuorophores (L0 → L1 ) after which the ﬂuorophore
quickly decays (∼ ps) to L2 by vibrational relaxation. The STED pulse directly following the excitation pulse will induce the transition L2 → L3 and thereby depletes
L2 by stimulated emission. In order to do this most eﬃciently, the time between the
excitation and STED pulse Δt must be well tuned. In fact, depletion is most eﬃcient
when the STED pulse arrives directly after the excitation pulse has left, since in this
case the level L2 is not longer pumped and can be eﬃciently depleted by the STED
pulse [34]. Furthermore, it is advantageous that the laser pulse durations are signiﬁcantly shorter than the ﬂuorescent lifetime, which is in the order of 2 ns. The STED
pulse should be longer than the vibrational lifetime, τvib ∼ 1−5 ps, to avoid absorption
back to L2 by the same pulse. Therefore, pulses in the 100 ps range are typically used.
The eﬀect of STED pulse duration ts on the resolution increase can be derived mathematically. The derivation presented here is analogue to the derivation presented by
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Figure 9.2: (a) Jablonski diagram illustrating stimulated emission. The ﬂuorophore is
pumped from L0 to L1 by the excitation pulse, after which it quickly relaxes to L2 by
vibrational relaxation. The ﬂuorophore is then depleted to L3 by the STED pulse. L3 is
then quickly depleted back to the ground state L0 before re-absorption of another STED
photon can take place. (b) Diagram illustrating the simpliﬁed temporal conﬁguration of
excitation and STED pulses. A rectangular excitation pulse with duration texc ends at t = 0
and is directly followed by a rectangular STED pulse with duration ts .

Moﬃtt et al. [52]. We start with the simple case of a single rectangular excitation
pulse that ends at t = 0 followed directly by a rectangular STED pulse starting at
t = 0 as is illustrated in ﬁgure 9.2 (b). We can consider a total amount of ﬂuorophores
n0 with stimulated emission cross-section σ and decay rate k = 1/τﬂ , where τﬂ is the
unstimulated ﬂuorescent lifetime. Since excitation is absent after the excitation pulse,
the total number of excited ﬂuorophores n(r, t) after t = 0 is decreasing due to ﬂuorescence and stimulated emission, and can be described with the following diﬀerential
equation:
d n(r, t)
=
dt



−kn(r, t) − σI(r)n(r, t)
−kn(r, t)

0 ≤ t ≤ ts
t > ts

(9.1)

Where k is the ﬂuorescent decay rate, n(r, t) is the number of excited molecules, σ
is the stimulated emission cross-section and I(r) is the spatially dependent STED
photon-ﬂux (recall the doughnut shape). In equation 9.1, alternative non-radiative
decay processes are neglected, since these will only change the amount of excited
ﬂuorophores and will leave the temporal dynamics unchanged [52].
For simpliﬁcation the term σI(r) can be replaced with K(r) which can be thought
of as the stimulated emission rate coeﬃcient which is dependent on the STED photon
ﬂux I(r) at location r. This diﬀerential equation can be solved by integration, which
gives us the number of excited molecules as a function of time:

n(r, t) = n0

e−(k+K(r))t
e−K(r)ts e−kt

0 ≤ t ≤ ts
t > ts

(9.2)

The term e−K(r)ts in the t > ts solution is a result of the fact that the number of
excited molecules must be equal for both solutions at time t = ts . The number of
emitted ﬂuorescent and stimulated photons will grow as time increases and can be
expressed by the following equations:
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d Ns (r, t)
=
dt



0 ≤ t ≤ ts
t > ts

σI(r)n(r, t)
0

(9.3)

d Nf (r, t)
= kn(r, t)
dt

(9.4)

With the solutions found for n(r, t) (equation 9.2) we can again solve these equations
by integration and by using the fact that Nf = Ns = 0 at t = 0. The total number of
STED photons will ﬁrst be solved:
 K(r) 

−(k+K(r))t
0 ≤ t ≤ ts
k+K(r) 1 − e

(9.5)
Ns (r, t) = n0
K(r) 
−(k+K(r))ts
t > ts
k+K(r) 1 − e
The total number of ﬂuorescent photons can now also be determined:

Nf (r, t) = n0

k
k+K(r)
k
k+K(r)



1 − e−(k+K(r))t

+



0 ≤ t ≤ ts

K(r)
−(k+K(r))ts
k+K(r) e

−K(r)ts −kt

−e

e

t > ts

(9.6)

To solve for the last equation, use was made of the fact that the total number of
photons in time (ﬂuorescent and stimulated emission photons) is related to the number
of excited molecules by: Ns + Nf = n0 − n(r, t). When the STED intensity
is zero,

i.e. I(r) ∝ K(r) = 0, equation 9.6 (t > ts ) reduces to Nf = n0 1 − e−kt , in
which e−kt is the ﬂuorescent lifetime. However, when the STED intensity is nonzero, i.e. I(r) ∝ K(r) = 0, there will be a spatial dependence in the ﬂuorescent
lifetime (e−K(r)ts e−kt ) according to equation 9.6. This means that the presence of
the STED light will inﬂuence the lifetime of the ﬂuorophore. Hence there is also
spatial information encoded in the lifetime signal of the ﬂuorophores. This fact is
actually used in recent developments to increase CW-STED resolution with timegating (g-STED) [51, 52], but will not be further discussed in this report.
In this case we are only interested in the total number of photons originating from
position r that arrive at the detector after a relative long time (t >> ts ), since the
detection time per pixel is much longer than the STED pulse duration. For this use
we can take the inﬁnite-time limit for equations 9.5 and 9.6:
lim Ns (r, t)/n0 =

t→∞


K(r) 
1 − e−(k+K(r))ts
k + K(r)

(9.7)

and
lim Nf (r, t)/n0 = ηSTED (r) =

t→∞

K(r) −(k+K(r))ts
k
+
e
k + K(r) k + K(r)

(9.8)

The eﬀective ﬂuorescent spot hﬂ,eﬀ (r) is described by the product of the spatial excitation probability hexc (r) with the spatially varying STED probability ηSTED (r):
hﬂ,eﬀ (r) = ηSTED (r)hexc (r)

(9.9)

The excitation probability hexc (r) can be described by:
hexc (r) = cos2
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πrn sin θ
,
λexc

(9.10)

The stimulated emission rate function K(r) can be described by:
max
sin2
K(r) = kSTED

πrn sin θ
λSTED

(9.11)

max
≡ σΦmax /ts , which is the peak STED depletion rate (number of photons
Here kSTED
per unit time) at the dougnhut maximum. Here Φmax stands for the number of STED
photons per unit area at the doughnut maximum. With equation 9.9 simulations were
performed to investigate the inﬂuence of the STED pulse duration on hﬂ,eﬀ (r). The
results of these simulations are shown in ﬁgure 9.3 (a). In this ﬁgure it can be clearly
observed that an increasing STED pulse length will increase the eﬀective spot size
(FWHM). Consider a STED pulse repetition rate frep = 1/tr of 80 MHz, so that
the pulses are spaced tr = 12.5 ns apart. If we stretch the pulse length to 12.5 ns
we eﬀectively have a CW source. By keeping the number of photons within each
pulse constant, the average power will also remain constant. However only the STED
photons that fall within the ﬂuorescent lifetime really attribute to stimulated emission
[40]. If the ﬂuorescent lifetime is 3 ns, only a fraction τﬂ /tr ∼ 1/4 of the total amount
of STED photons will attribute to depletion. To obtain a similar FWHM for the
eﬀective spot as for the pulsed case, the average power Pavg ∝ Φmax /tr , needs to be
increased with a factor of 4. This is exactly what was simulated in ﬁgure 9.3 (b).
When Φ was increased with a factor of four, the FWHM for the CW case was indeed
almost similar to the 0.25 ns pulse case, which means a similar resolution. However,
note that in the pulsed case the PSF intensity quickly reduces to zero at the base,
whereas the CW PSF has a signiﬁcant wider base. The FWHM of the cw-case can be
further reduced by increasing the average power, however the PSF base will remain
relatively broad as compared to the pulsed case.

ts = 0.25 ns (27 nm FWHM)

ts = 0.25 ns, ϕ = 100
(27 nm FWHM)

ts = 2.5 ns (33 nm FWHM)
ts = 25 ns (82 nm FWHM)

ts = 12.5 ns, ϕ = 400
(31 nm FWHM)

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.3: (a) Simulation results of the eﬀect of STED pulse duration ts on the eﬀective
ﬂuorescent spot size hﬂ,eﬀ . When the STED pulse duration increases while the average power
is kept constant, the eﬀective spot size (FWHM) increases. Also notice that an increase in
pulse duration leads to a broadening of the tails of the eﬀective point spread function. (b) A
remedy for the increasing spot size with increasing pulse duration is to increase the average
power. The average power is here considered as the number of photons per pulse φ divided
by the pulse repetition rate tr .
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9.3

Design

A schematic overview of the setup is presented in ﬁgure 9.4 and a more detailed
overview is presented in Appendix E (ﬁgure E.1). The setup was built on an optical
table (TMC, 780-series CleanTop II Table Top with Gimbal Piston Isolators) with
pneumatic stabilization to provide damping of ﬂoor vibrations. A microscope body
(aluminum) was build to provide a stable housing for the objective and piezo sample
scanner. In order to discuss the design in a logical manner, this section is presented
as a walk-through from excitation to detection.

Piezo scanner

Single mode fiber (2m)

Sample

PicoQuant 485 nm
Laser Diode

Clean-up filters
Mirror

60x WI
Objective

Beam expander (4x)

QWP
DC-mirror
Dual edge
DC-mirror

Phase plate

Polarization Maintaining
Single mode fiber (2m)

HWP

PicoHarp 300

Filter set

Pinhole

VLP-1500-592
Laser

SPAD

Mirror

Computer

Achromat
lenses

Figure 9.4: A schematic overview of the CW-STED setup. The excitation (blue) and STED
(orange) light is coupled into separate single mode ﬁbers and collimated after exiting the
ﬁbers. The STED beam is directed through a half-wave-plate (HWP), a vortex phase plate
and a quarter-wave-plate (QWP) to create a fundamental Laguerre-Gaussian mode. The
STED beam and excitation beam are overlapped with a dichroic (DC) mirror and directed
into a microscope body where a water-immersion objective focuses both beams onto the
sample. The emitted ﬂuorescent light (green) is transmitted trough a dual-edge dichroic.
Out of focus ﬂuorescence is reduced by focusing the emitted light through a pinhole. The
resulting signal is obtained by focusing the light on the active area of an single photon
avalanche diode (SPAD) and raster scanning the sample.
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9.3.1

Laser source motivation

As discussed in the previous section, CW-STED is much easier to implement than
pulsed STED, since it does not require tight pulse synchronization. However for CWSTED, the average power of the laser source needs to be ∼ 4 times higher than the
average power for the typical pulsed sources. The saturation power Psat is given by
[40]:
Psat = A

hc

(9.12)

λSTED στﬂ

Here A is the STED doughnut area, h the Planck constant, c the speed of light, λSTED
the STED wavelength, σ the stimulated emission cross section and τﬂ the ﬂuorescent
lifetime. For λSTED = 600 nm and NA = 1.2, the doughnut area is approximately
A = 4 × 10−9 cm−2 . For typical ﬂuorophores σ = 3 × 10−17 cm−2 and τﬂ = 3 × 10−9 s.
This leads to a saturation power of Psat = 14 mW. A 5-fold resolution increase from
avg
= 24Psat (see equation 8.3), which
the diﬀraction limit would be obtained if PSTED
avg
∼ 340
shows that in this case an average power at the sample needs to be PSTED
mW. Considering the power losses in ﬁber coupling and in additional optics, high
laser power sources (> 1 W) are therefore required to obtain eﬃcient high resolution
CW-STED. Fiber lasers are aﬀordable, stable and high power CW laser sources (1 − 5
W) and are available at multiple wavelengths in the visible range. A pulsed 485 nm
diode laser (LDH-P-C-485, PicoQuant) was already available in our lab and since a
wide range of dyes are eﬃciently excited at 485 nm, we chose to use this laser for
excitation. In literature it can be found that many suitable dyes that are eﬃciently
excited around 485 nm, can be depleted with a ∼ 590 nm STED wavelength. Table
9.1 shows an overview of dyes that have been successfully used for ∼ 590 nm STED.
Because of the easier implementation of CW-STED as compared to pulsed STED, a
1.5 W CW 592 nm ﬁber laser (VFL-P1500-592, MPBC, Canada) was purchased to
provide the STED beam. This laser has high power stability, high degree of polarization (99%) and allows suﬃcient CW power.
Dye

Name

Company

Alexa 488

Alexa Fluor 488 carboxylic acid SE

Chromeo 488

Chromeo 488 NHS-Ester

Oregon Green 488

Oregon Green carboxylic acid

FITC
DY-495

Fluorescein-5-isothiocyanate
DY-495 NHS-ester

YFP
Citrine

Yellow Fluorescent Protein
Yellow Fluorescent Protein Mutant

Invitrogen
GmbH
Actif Motif
Chromeon
Invitrogen
GmbH
Invitrogen
Dyomics
GmbH
-

Excitation
peak
500 nm

Emission
peak
520 nm

488 nm

517 nm

498 nm

525 nm

496 nm
493 nm

518 nm
521 nm

514 nm
516 nm

527 nm
529 nm

Table 9.1: Excitation and emission wavelength peaks for ﬂuorescent dyes that can be used
for 485 nm excitation and 592 nm stimulated emission.

9.3.2

Fiber coupling and collimation

The excitation light is coupled into a single mode ﬁber (P1-460A-FC-2, Thorlabs)
with a 10× microscope objective (10× Olympus Plan Achromat Objective, 0.25 NA),
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while the STED light is coupled into a high power polarization maintaining single
mode ﬁber (PMJ-3HPC-633-4/125-3AS-2-1-SP, OZ-Optics) with a same type 10×
microscope objective. The single-mode ﬁber acts as a spatial ﬁlter and will produce
a clean single-mode Gaussian beam behind the ﬁber. Before coupling the STED
beam into the ﬁber, the tight beam (0.32 mm diameter) is expanded with a 4× beam
expansion system (10 mm/40 mm lens combination) to increase incoupling eﬃciency
(a wider beam can be focused to a smaller spot) which leads to a typical incoupling
eﬃciency of ∼ 45%. For the STED beam, the ﬁber can be rotated around the optical
axis at the incoupling site with a rotating mount. This is needed to align the slowaxis of the polarization maintaining ﬁber exactly with the polarization direction of the
STED light to obtain a high polarization extinction ratio (PER). The PER is the ratio
between the transmitted intensity of the unwanted polarization component and the
transmitted intensity of the wanted polarization component through the ﬁber. The
PER value can be checked by positioning a polarizer behind the ﬁber and measure the
minimum power and maximum power transmitted through the polarizer by rotating
the polarizer around its optical axis. We obtained a PER of 1:340 in our setup. The
complete incoupling part of the setup has been boxed for safety purposes.
Both beams are collimated using a 4× microscope objective (4× Olympus Plan
Achromat Objective, 0.10 NA). The outcoupler was mounted in an angle adjustment
mount which was attached to a XYZ stage. This 5-axis adjustment is needed to
assure that the beams pass exactly through the center of the collimation objective.
The collimation objective was chosen such that the collimated beam width closely
matches the back aperture of the microscope objective. A clean-up ﬁlter is used in
both the excitation path (FF01-480/17-25, Semrock) and STED path (FF01-591/625, Semrock) to obtain a narrow laser line bandwidth.

9.3.3

Beam adjustment

The polarization direction of the STED beam can be adjusted with a half-wave plate
(HWP) (Quartz for 589 nm, RZQ 2.15, B. Halle) in a rotation mount which is located
directly after the collimation objective. The adjustment of polarization direction is
needed to ensure correct polarization when the STED beam hits the dichroic later
on. An additional half-wave plate can also be introduced in the excitation path
to ensure maximal reﬂection at the beam-combining dichroic, but this is considered
optional whereas for the STED beam this is mandatory for optimal polarization and
minimizing power loss. The STED beam is directed through the center of a phase
plate (VPP-1a - 596.5 nm - Vortex Phase Plate, RPC-Photonics). This phase plate
gives the helical phase imprint for the beam. The position of the phase plate can be
adjusted for X and Y direction to make sure the beam hits the phase plat on-center.
In section 9.4 it is shown that the doughnut quality deteriorates when the phase plate
is hit oﬀ-center.
The excitation beam is overlapped with the STED beam using a dichroic mirror
(ZT532rdc, λ/10 RWD, Chroma). The overlapping beams passes through a quarterwave plate (QWP) (Quartz for 589 nm, RZQ 4.15, B. Halle) which can be rotated
around two axis to obtain perfect circular polarization for the STED beam. Simulations in section 9.4 show that correct circular polarization is important, since this
largely determines the quality of the STED doughnut.
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Figure 9.5: A schematic presentation of the inside of the microscope housing. Left: a cross
section of the microscope as seen from the front. The dichroic reﬂects the excitation and
STED light towards the objective which will focus the light at the sample. The emission
light is collected by the same objective and is transmitted through the dichroic. Right: cross
section of the microscope as seen from the light entrance side of the microscope. From this
side it can be seen how the emission light is directed out of the microscope towards the
pinhole.

9.3.4

Microscope body

Figure 9.5 gives a schematic representation of the inside of the custom built microscope housing. The excitation and STED beams can be directed into the microscope
body with a set of two mirrors for each beam. The beams must be aligned perfectly
with the optical axis of the objective in the microscope to prevent beam proﬁle distortion. After entrance in the microscope body, the beams are reﬂected by a dual edge
dichroic (zt488-491/594rdc, RWF of 0.08-0.17 peak-to-valley/inch, Chroma) into the
back aperture of a microscope objective (60X water-immersion, 1.2 NA, Nikon) and
focused onto the sample. A 3-axis piezo scanner (P-733.3CL, PI) is positioned on top
of the microscope and is connected to a piezo stage controller (E-710.4CL, PI). The
objective can be moved towards or away from the sample with a picomotor actuator
(8302, Newport) which is controlled with a driver + hand terminal (iPico 8763-kit,
iPico 8757, Newport). By moving the objective up and down with the picomotor, the
z-position of the focus can be adjusted in a controlled and precise manner. The emitted light from the sample passes through the same objective as was used for excitation
and is directed out of the microscope.

9.3.5

Emission path and detection

The emission light is focused through a pinhole (15 µm) with a set of achromat lenses
(50 mm, Thorlabs). The pinhole is mounted on a XYZ stage, so that the pinhole can
be positioned exactly in the focal point of the two lenses. The light is then ﬁltered
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with a set of ﬁlters (NF03-488E-25, NF03-594E-25, LP02-488RS-25, Semrock) to
suppress the reﬂected laser light and reduce other non-emission background light.
The ﬁltered emission light is ultimately focused onto the active area (50 µm) of a
Single Photon Avalanche Diode (MPD-5CTC SPAD, PicoQuant). The signal of the
SPAD is routed through a 4-channel router (PHR 800, PicoQuant) and is analyzed
with a Time Correlatated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) module (PicoHarp 300
with TTTR hardware mode option, PicoQuant) in combination with SymPhoTime
software (PicoQuant). The software also controls the piezo scanner via its controller,
so that images can be obtained by raster scanning the sample and recording the
photon counts for each pixel. The emission and detection path is completely boxed
to reduce the detection of stray light to a minimum.

9.4
9.4.1

Practical diﬃculties
Dichroic ﬂatness

One of the main problems we came across when building the setup concerned the
dichroic mirrors. When dichroic mirrors are not of high quality (high ﬂatness) or if
the mirrors are under very light stress, the reﬂected wavefront will be distorted due to
astigmatism. This distorted beam cannot be focused into a clean diﬀraction limited
spot. The beam quality was checked with the use of a telescope (FR 500/65/14.7,
Möller-Wedel), and the collimation was adjusted by adjusting the z-axis of the beam
outcoupler. When a collimated beam is focused by a slightly curved lens or mirror,
two distinct focal planes – called the tangential and sagittal planes – are existent
(ﬁgure 9.6 (top row)). The focused spot in each plane is asymmetric, as if it is
focused along only one axis of the plane, but is out of focus along the other axis.
Between these two planes is a third plane that contains the smallest circular focused
spot, commonly called the “circle of least confusion”. This spot is symmetric, but
is larger than the spot that would be obtained in the absence of astigmatism in
the focusing lens or mirror, thus resulting in blurring of the image. Furthermore,
because the light is not nicely distributed into a diﬀraction limited focal volume, the
laser power is not optimally used and additional background ﬂuorescence can occur.
Astigmatism is a result of the unwanted curvature of the dichroic mirror which can
be induced by stress after the coating process, or due to artifacts on the the reﬂective
surface. When the laser beam diameter is large, the eﬀect of astigmatism will be
larger, since the beam will hit a larger area on the dichroic surface. So one way to
get around astigmatism is to reduce the beam width. In order to obtain a diﬀraction
limited spot, which is an obvious requirement for obtaining high resolution, the beam
width has to match the back aperture of the microscope objective, which is usually
around 10 mm. By reducing the beam width, the resolution will also decrease. The
large beam-width required to ﬁll the back aperture of the imaging objective sets high
ﬂatness requirements on mirrors and dichroic mirrors in particular in our setup. To
have a neglectable eﬀect of astigmatism, a ﬂatness of at least λ/4 over the beam area
is required for the (dichroic) mirrors used in the setup. Additionally we fount that the
method of mounting the dichroic has a large eﬀect on the reﬂected wavefront (RWF).
A very small amount of stress already leads to signiﬁcant RWF distortion, as was also
the case in the top row of ﬁgure 9.6. When there is neglectable stress, the best focus
spot is much smaller than in the astigmatism case and there are no tangential and
sagittal planes present (bottom row in ﬁgure 9.6).
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Figure 9.6: The diﬀerent focal planes as a result of astigmatism resulting from a dichroic
mirror mounted with induced surface stress(top row) and a high dichroic mirror mounted
with no surface stress (bottom row). The images were obtained by focusing the reﬂected
light from the dichroic mirror with a 200 mm lens onto the CCD chip of a beam-proﬁler
(Thorlabs).

9.4.2

Polarization problems

To obtain a high quality STED doughnut in the focus, the polarization of the the
STED beam needs to have perfect circular polarization of the correct handedness.
Simulations based on the equations given by Hao et al. [46] were performed in
MATLAB (Appendix F) to look into the eﬀect of polarization on the quality of the
STED focus. These simulations are presented in ﬁgure 9.7 and clearly show that
when linear polarization is used without a phase plate, the focus is elongated in the
polarization direction. The combination of linear polarization and a vortex plate results in a non-symmetrical doughnut with non-zero intensity at the center. When the
circular polarization is of the wrong handedness, this will have a large eﬀect on the
doughnut quality: a high remaining intensity in the focus center is the result.
Investigating the quality of circular polarization can be a laborious task. For
this reason a polarization-tool was constructed (ﬁgure 9.8). This device consists of
a rotating polarizing prism that is driven by a rotation motor at ∼ 3 Hz. The
transmitted light reaches a photo-diode detector and its signal is visualized with an
oscilloscope. This tool was put together with a cage construction and lens tubes so
that it could be easily mounted in the objective holder. When the STED beam is
not perfectly circularly polarized, the signal on the oscilloscope will oscillate with the
rotation frequency of the polarizing prism. The half wave plate that is positioned
directly after the collimation objective can be rotated around the optical axis in
order to adjust for the polarization direction, which is important for hitting the beam
combining dichroic on the correct axis. The quarter wave plate (QWP) will change
the incoming linear polarized light into circular polarized light. In order to do so,
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Figure 9.7: Simulation results of the eﬀect of polarization on the focus spots. (a) No
phase plate with linear polarization: the focus is elongated in the polarization direction. (b)
A vortex phase plate with linear polarization results in a non-symmetrical doughnut with
non-zero intensity at the center. (c) Wrong handedness of circular polarization results in a
low quality but symmetrical doughnut with a high remaining intensity in the focus center.
Simulated images are intensity normalized and have a size of 800 nm × 800 nm with 10 nm
pixel size. The parameters used for simulation are equal to our experimental parameters.

the direction of the linear polarization must agree with either the slow- or fast-axis
of the QWP, depending on whether right-handed or left-handed circular polarization
is needed (this depends on the vortex direction of the phase plate). The QWP is
made for 589 nm, while our STED wavelength is 592 nm. We can correct for this
small wavelength diﬀerence by adjusting the tilt of the quarter wave plate which
will induce a slight diﬀerence in optical path length through the QWP. By slightly
rotating the HWP, QWP and the tilt of the QWP iteratively, the signal appearing
on the oscilloscope can be ﬂattened. For perfect circular polarization the sum of the
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Figure 9.8: A polarization tool was built to eﬃciently check the degree of circular polarization. The tool could be easily mounted on the objective holder and basically consist
of an automatic rotating polarization prism, with a photodiode detector which is read out
by an oscilloscope. When the polarization is not perfectly circular, the detector will register a sinusoidal signal, since the the rotating prism blocks one polarization component,
while transmitting the other component. The polarization of the STED beam is adjusted
by iterative rotation of the tilt angle of the quarter-wave plate and rotation around the optical axis and by rotation of the half-wave plate. For perfect circularly polarized light, both
polarization components are equal, and as a result the transmitted signal is ﬂat.

transmitted horizontal and vertical polarization components through the prism are
constant. As a result the rotating polarizing prism has no net eﬀect on the transmitted
intensity. Thus a completely ﬂat signal (noise limited) indicates circular polarization.
However, the polarization can still be of the wrong handedness. This can be checked
by measuring the STED point spread function with a small point source (ﬂuorescent
nanobead, gold nanobead, quantum dot, etc.). When the handedness is correct, the
minimum of the doughnut should only be a few % of the maximum intensity. For
the wrong handedness, this intensity is much higher, which would result in depletion
of ﬂuorophores in the doughnut center. The handedness can be changed by rotating
the QWP 90 degrees around the optical axis. Of course the quality of the circular
polarization must be checked again and previous steps may have to be repeated.

9.4.3

Phase plate hit oﬀ-center

With the same simulation script as used for the polarization, we can also look into
what happens when the vortex phase-plate is hit oﬀ-center. Since we are working
with a relatively large beam size (d ∼ 10 mm), the relative position of the phase plate
center with respect to the beam center can be oﬀ tens of microns without noticing
a signiﬁcant change in the doughnut quality. However when the vortex plate is oﬀcenter with the beam in the order of ∼ 500 µm, the doughnut quality deteriorates
signiﬁcantly. Figure 9.9 (a) and (b) show the simulation results of in the situation
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Figure 9.9: Simulation results of the spatial distribution of the STED focus intensity when
the phase plate is hit oﬀ-center in one lateral direction (a), or in both lateral directions
(b). Simulated images are intensity normalized and have a size of 800 nm × 800 nm with
10 nm pixel size. The parameters used for the simulations are equal to our experimental
parameters.

where the vortex plate is hit oﬀ-center 800µm in X direction and 800µm in both X and
Y direction respectively. When the phase plate is hit oﬀ center in only one direction
(X or Y), the cross section (ZX or ZY) shows a relative shift in Z of the two cigar
shapes. The other cross section is still aligned in Z, but the relative intensities of both
cigars are diﬀerent. This intensity shift towards one direction in the doughnut is also
clearly visible in the XY cross-section. When the phase plate is hit oﬀ center in both
X and Y, the cigars show a combination of a diﬀerence in intensity and a relative shift
in Z. This occurs for both ZX and ZY cross-sections. In our setup we can tune the
XY position of the phase plate with an XY stage. The only way to check the quality
of the doughnut focus is to measure the point spread function (PSF) in the diﬀerent
planes (XY, ZX and ZY) with small gold nanobeads or nanorods. The quality of
the doughnut can then be tuned by iteratively adjusting the X and Y position of the
phase plate.
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Setup characterization
Fluorescent nanobeads are ideal for initial testing of the setup and obtainable resolution. Figure 10.1 (a) shows the image obtained for a sample with single 20 nm
yellow-green ﬂuorescent beads. The diﬀraction limited image of three beads are clearly
visible. Figure (b) presents an intensity proﬁle of a diﬀraction limited spot in the image, presenting a FWHM (obtained from Gaussian ﬁt) of ∼ 300 nm. This is slightly
larger than the diﬀraction limit expected for our experimental conditions. This is
most likely due to the active area of the detector being slightly out-of-focus.
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Figure 10.1: (a) Image showing three 20 nm yellow-green ﬂuorescent beads imaged with
the excitation beam. (b) A cross section of a spot in the image.

The next step in characterizing the setup is to show single-emitter sensitivity. This
was done by imaging a sample of single quantum dots (Carboxyl-Functionalized
eFluor® 650NC) on a coverslip. Samples were prepared by diluting the quantum
dots (Carboxyl-Functionalized eFluor® 650NC, eBioscience) from stock solution to
a concentration of 0.2 nM in 2% Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) solution. 50 µl of the
solution was spin-coated at 6000 rpm on a clean glass coverslip. The glass coverslip was cleaned in nitric-acid (65%) and extensively rinsed with HPLC grade water
and subsequently with HPLC grade methanol and passively dried before spin-coating.
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Figure 10.2 (a) shows an image that was obtained by scanning a sample with single
quantum dots. The sample was scanned by the STED beam without the vortex phase
plate (orange) and subsequently by the excitation beam (blue). Both individually
obtained images were overlapped to compare the positions of the single quantum dots
in the images. Figure 10.2 (b) shows the intensity proﬁle along the dotted line and
shows that the intensity peaks from the three quantum dots along the line overlap
quite well, thereby demonstrating that with this initial alignment, the focus of the
excitation beam can be overlapped with the STED focus with an accuracy of at least
200 nm, which is the the distance between two pixels in this image.
Excitation laser
STED laser

2 μm

(a)

(b)

Figure 10.2: (a) Raster scanned image of a sample with single quantum dots, subsequently
scanned by the STED beam without the vortex phase plate (orange) and the excitation beam
(blue). For positional comparison, both images were artiﬁcially colored and overlapped, (b)
The proﬁle along the dotted line shows that the three quantum dots along the line are at
the same location in the STED and excitation image with an accuracy of at least 200 nm.

By introducing the vortex phase plate in the STED beam-path, we can create a doughnut in the STED focus. For this purpose, the correct vortex (0 → 2π for 596.5 nm)
on the plate was located and positioned such that its center aligned with the STED
beam center. Directly behind the vortex plate, a small singularity in the the beam
proﬁle could be observed by eye. By adjusting the X/Y position of the phase plate,
this singularity was directed to the approximate center of the beam. Almost perfect
circular polarization was obtained with the method presented in section 9.4.2. By
looking at the beam proﬁle (highly attenuated) through the telescope after reﬂection
by the dichroic mirror in the microscope, the singularity in the beam proﬁle could
be observed more clearly. By slightly adjusting the X/Y position of the phase plate,
the position of the singularity can be directed to the center of the beam in a precise
manner.
When observing the reﬂection of the laser beams from the upper surface of a glass
coverslip, the relative positions of the excitation and STED focus could determined.
The position of the excitation focus was slightly adjusted by ﬁne-tuning the two angles of the beam-combining dichroic mirror directly in front of the microscope. The
position was adjusted such that the the reﬂected excitation spot overlapped with the
null-intensity of the STED dougnhut. In the next step, a sample with single quantum
dots was scanned with the excitation beam and subsequently with the phase-shaped
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STED beam to determine if the focus of both beams were overlapping correctly. The
result of three averaged scans on a single quantum dot is shown in ﬁgure 10.3, where
(a) presents the overlapped images and (b) presents the intensity proﬁle cross section of the quantum dot image. Both the scan image and the intensity proﬁle show
that the excitation maximum overlaps quite well with the doughnut minimum. This
demonstrates that the designed setup allows relative easy overlapping alignment of
the STED and excitation focus.

~ 550 nm

Excitation
STED

500 nm

(a)

(b)

Figure 10.3: (a) Overlay of a single quantum dot image obtained with the phase-shaped
STED beam (orange) and excitation beam (blue). To reduce photoblinking artifacts, the
image shown here is obtained by scanning the quantum dot three times with the STED
beam and subsequently three times with the excitation beam, (b) the normalized intensity
proﬁle along the dotted line shows that the null of the STED doughnut overlaps well with
the excitation maximum.

Due to photoblinking, it is a very diﬃcult task to optimize the STED doughnut on
single quantum dots. Therefore we switched to use gold-nanorods (GNR’s) dropcasted on the surface of a coverslip. These particles cannot bleach or blink, since
the emission is based on surface plasmon resonance scattering and are therefore ideal
emitters to obtain nice point-spread functions. A typical image obtained from the
gold-nanorod sample is shown in ﬁgure 10.4 (a), where the two top images are obtained
by scanning the same region subsequently with the excitation and STED beam. The
larger image shows an overlay image of these two. Interesting to note is that some
nanorods are only imaged by the excitation beam (blue), but not by the STED beam
(orange). This is probably the result of these particles being oﬀ-resonance with the
STED wavelength as a result of the diﬀerent particle size. The spots obtained with the
excitation beam showed a FWHM of ∼ 280 nm, demonstrating the diﬀraction limit of
the confocal detection modus. The image in ﬁgure 10.4 (a) shows that the excitation
spots are slightly oﬀ-center with the STED doughnuts. This shift can be observed
even more clearly in ﬁgure 10.4 (b), where the intensity proﬁle along line 1 is shown
shown. The intensity proﬁle along line 2 (ﬁgure 10.4 (c)) shows that the excitation and
STED doughnuts are almost perfectly aligned in the vertical direction of the image.
The STED doughnut intensity proﬁles show a remaining intensity of ∼ 5% in the
doughnut center. Note that the doughnut intensity proﬁles show a higher intensity
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Figure 10.4: (a) An overlay image of a gold nanorod sample scanned subsequently with
the excitation beam (blue) and STED beam (orange). The top images present the channels
seperately, (b) Intensity proﬁle (background-subtracted and normalized) along line 1 in (a).
Clearly visible is the shift of the excitation PSF with respect to the STED doughnut-PSF
in this direction and the intensity diﬀerence between the two peaks in the STED doughnut,
(c) Intensity proﬁle (background-subtracted and normalized) along line 2 in (a). In this
direction the excitation and STED PSF’s overlap much better. Again notice the intensity
diﬀerence of the STED doughnut peaks.

on one side of the doughnut. This is probably the result of a slight misalignment of
the vortex phase plate (also see section 9.4.3). The doughnut quality can be tuned by
adjusting the X and/or Y position of the phase plate as is illustrated in ﬁgure 10.5 (a).
In this ﬁgure, the STED beam initially hits the vortex completely oﬀ-center in X and
Y direction. The doughnut is again optimized by adjusting the phase-plate position
iteratively. Note that the type of distortion caused by the phase-plate misalignment
agrees well with the simulations shown in section 9.4.3.
Figure 10.5 (b) shows two optimized STED doughnuts. The distance between the
two intensity peaks of the STED doughnut is about 500 nm. The simulations shown in
section 8.3.1 were obtained with similar experimental parameters, and showed a peakto-peak distance of ∼ 415 nm. Considering that the latter is in the ideal situation with
the microscope objective as the only optics, the experimentally obtained peak-to-peak
distance in the STED point-spread functions seems to be quite good. The remaining
5% at the doughnut-null is probably due to some small polarization imperfections.
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Figure 10.5: This ﬁgure demonstrates the capability of doughnut quality optimization
with the setup. (a) If the phase plate is misaligned in both x- and y-direction, the doughnut
obtained by scanning a gold-nanorod shows a high intensity blob in a diagonal direction of
the doughnut image. By moving the phase plate in the correct direction (here mentioned
as y), the high intensity blob can be positioned to the side of the doughnut and by subsequently moving the phase plate in the complementary direction (in this example called x),
the doughnut shape can be further optimized. Note that x and y are used arbitrarily here.
(b) Image of two gold-nanorods, optained with an optimized STED beam, (c) the intensity
proﬁle (background-subtracted and normalized) along the dotted line in (b) shows that the
doughnuts are of high quality with ∼ 5% remaining intensity in the doughnut-center.
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Conclusions
The objective of this project was to design and realize an easy-to-use and robust single
molecule sensitive microscope setup with additional Stimulated Emission Depletion
(STED) super-resolution capability.
The designed and realized setup allows imaging through raster scanning a sample
and collecting the ﬂuorescent signal pixel-by-pixel with a Single Photon Avalanche
Diode. Imaging and signal acquisition is performed by sensitive hardware to allow
single molecule sensitivity, while the easy-to-use commercially available software allows easy image acquisition, time-trace, lifetime, and FCS measurements and analysis.
Moreover, the designed setup allows easy and robust alignment through the implementation of highly stable adjustment mounts and stages, while the high quality
optics ensure high beam proﬁle quality throughout the setup.
By imaging small ﬂuorescent beads and gold-nanorods, the obtainable resolution in
confocal-mode was shown to be diﬀraction limited (∼ 280 nm FWHM). By imaging
single quantum dots it was shown that the designed setup is single-emitter sensitive.
Simulations showed that incorrect polarization has a large eﬀect on the doughnut
quality. For this reason, the setup allows eﬃcient polarization ﬁne-tuning to obtain
the high degree of circular polarization that is needed for STED.
Incorrect alignment of the vortex phase plate leads to signiﬁcant distortion of the
STED doughnut. The distortion observed experimentally agrees well with simulations
performed in MATLAB. In the realized setup the doughnut quality can be optimized
by adjusting the X/Y position of the phase plate. By imaging a single quantumdot and single gold-nanorods with the phase-shaped STED beam, it was shown that
a high quality doughnut shaped STED PSF can be obtained. The excitation PSF
can be initially aligned with the intensity-null of the STED doughnut PSF with an
accuracy of at least ∼ 100 nm, but can be improved by ﬁne-tuning the direction of
excitation beam entering the microscope.
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Future outlook
The next step in characterizing the setup is measuring the PSF of the STED doughnut and excitation in the Z-plane and optimizing these. Z-alignment of both PSF’s
is important to obtain eﬃcient super-resolution. Furthermore, the stability of the
overlap-alignment needs to be checked, since correct overlapping of excitation and
STED PSF’s is crucial for obtaining super-resolution. Small ﬂuorescent beads (20
nm) that are eﬃciently excited at 485 nm are suggested for the initial testing of
super-resolution.
When completely optimized, the designed setup should be able to reach an imaging
resolution of ∼ 40 nm in the lateral plane. Resolution along the optical use could also
be increased with the use of an annular phase plate as is discussed in section 8.3.1.
The setup can be extended with time-gated STED (g-STED) [51, 52] to obtain even
higher resolution imaging or to reduce the average STED power while maintaining
similar resolution.
The setup design also allows Fluorescent Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) measurements. In combination with STED, this type of setup is a powerful tool in diﬀusion
characterization of single proteins as was shown by Eggeling et al. [42].
Additionally, since the designed microscope setup contains two lasers, the setup could
also be used for Fluorescence Cross-Correlation Spectroscopy (FCCS). In this technique, one laser excites one type of ﬂuorophore in the sample, while the second laser
excites a second. An additional dichroic mirror placed in the emission path can split
the two emission channels which can then be directed towards two separate detectors.
These two emission channels can be cross-correlated with the TCSPC module and
SymPhoTime software, which leads to insights on the diﬀusion correlation between
the two ﬂuorescently labeled species in the sample. Alternatively, the second detector
could be used for antibunching experiments.
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A

Symbols and abbreviations
AFM
CW
DLS
FCCS
FCS
FLIP
FRAP
FWHM
GNR
g-STED
HWP
NA
ND
NSOM
PALM
PER
PSF
PVA
QWP
RWF
SEM
SIM
SPAD
STED
STORM
TCSPC
TEM
YFP

Atomic Force Microscopy
Continuous Wave
Dynamic Light Scattering
Fluorescence Cross-Correlation Spectroscopy
Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy
Fluorescent Loss In Photobleaching
Fluorescent Recovery After Photobleaching
Full Width Half Maximum
Gold Nanorods
Time gated STED
Half Wave Plate
Numerical Apperture
Neutral Density
Near-Field Scanning Optical Microscopy
Photo-Activation Localization Microscopy
Polarization Extinction Ratio
Point Spread Function
Polyvinyl Alcohol
Quarter Wave Plate
Reﬂected Wavefront (distortion)
Scanning Electron Microscopy
Structured Illumination Microscopy
Single Photon Avalanche Diode
Stimulated Emission Depletion
Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy
Time Correlated Single Photon Counting
Transmission Electron Microscopy
Yellow Fluorescent Protein
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RMPR
C
β
p
ωmax
ΔE
I
P
i
w0
λ
n
h
ν
kst
σ
φ
λSTED
λﬂ
max
ISTED
Isat
k
τﬂ
n0
n(r, t)
ts
I(r)
k(r)
Ns (r, t)
Nf (r, t)
ηSTED
hﬂ,eﬀ (r)
hexc
max
kSTED
frep
tr
Pavg
Psat
A
c

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

multiphonon relaxation rate (s−1 )
host characteristic constant
host characteristic constant
number of phonons
eﬀective vibrational mode (cm−1 )
energy gap (cm−1 )
emission intensity (W/cm−2 )
excitation power (W)
number of photons in upconversion process
focus spot radius (m)
excitation wavelength (m)
refractive index
Planck constant (6.626068 × 10−34 m2 ·kg/s)
photon frequency (s−1 )
stimulated emission rate (s−1 )
stimulated emission cross section (cm2 )
number of photons per area per unit time (cm−2 ·s−1 )
STED wavelength (m)
ﬂuorescent wavelength (m)
STED intensity at doughnut maximum (W/cm2 )
STED saturation intensity (W/cm2 )
ﬂuorescent decay rate (s−1 )
ﬂuorescence lifetime (s)
total number of excited ﬂuorophores
number of excited ﬂuorophores at position r and time t
STED pulse duration (s)
spatially dependent STED photon ﬂux (s−1 ·cm−2 )
stimulated emission rate (s−1 )
total number of stimulation emitted photons
total number of ﬂuorescent photons
spatially varying STED probability
eﬀective ﬂuorescent spot
excitation probability
peak STED depletion rate (s−1 )
repetition rate (s−1 )
pulse spacing (s)
average STED power (W)
STED saturation power (W)
doughnut area (cm2 )
speed of light (299.792.458 m/s)
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B

Upconversion nanoparticles synthesis
procedure
The synthesis and TEM characterization of the upconversion nanoparticles was performed at the Anorganische Chemie group at the University of Osnabrück:

prof. dr. Markus Haase
Athira N. Raj
Anorganische Chemie I
Universität Osnabrück
Barbarastraße 7
D-49069, Osnabrück
Germany

Preparation of NaYF4 :Yb3+ , Er3+ Core particles

A hot injection method was adopted for the synthesis of the hexagonal NaYF4 :Yb3+ ,
Er3+ (core) nanoparticles. The experimental set up consists of a three-neck round
bottom vessel with attached thermo sensor, reﬂux condenser and heating mantle. In a
typical synthesis, 40 ml of oleic acid and octadecene degassed at 100◦ C under vacuum
for 1 h with vigorous stirring. The above mixture was heated up to 320 ◦ C under N2
atmosphere. In a separate set up, 0.5 mmol of precursor particles dissolve in equal
volume of oleic acid and octadecene (2.5 ml each) at 100 ◦ C with stirring and then
degas at 100 ◦ C for 1 h. The dissolved cubic NaYF4 :Yb3+ , Er3+ particles took in a
Syringe and injected very fastly in to the 320 ◦ C heated solvents. The reaction was
continued for 15 min after it regained the temperature 320 ◦ C. Afterwards the solution cooled down to room temperature, precipitated by the addition of equal volume
of ethanol and collected by centrifugation.

Preparation of NaYF4 :Yb3+ , Er3+ /NaYF4 (Core/Shell)
For the synthesis of core shell particles opt a single pot synthesis in which hot injection of precursor core particles followed by slow dropping of shell precursor particles.
The experimental set up consists of a four-neck round bottom vessel with attached
thermo sensor, Miethke-type dropping funnel, reﬂux condenser and heating mantle.
In the ﬁrst step of the core/shell synthesis, core particles were prepared at 320 ◦ C
as mentioned above but without isolating the particles from the solution. After 15
68

min at 320 ◦ C, 1 mmol of NaYF4 precursor particle in hexane were dropped slowly
through the dropping funnel in to the solution containing core particle. After the
complete addition of shell material the core/shell particles kept 10 min at 320 ◦ C.
The procedure as above was used the separation and puriﬁcation of core shell particles.

TEM characterizations
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were taken with a JEOL JEM 2100
transmission electron microscope using a LaB6-Cathode and an acceleration voltage
of 200 kV.
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Appendix

C

Occurence Fraction

Additional figures

Figure C.1: Overlay representation of the brightness distributions for the diﬀerent particles
at power densities of ∼ 3.2 × 105 W/cm2 (red) and ∼ 0.57 × 105 W/cm2 (blue).
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(a)

(b)

Figure C.2: (a) Background intensity histogram obtained from time traces at diﬀerent
positions on the coverslip where no particles were present. The histogram in (b) represents
the accuracy of ’hitting’ a single particle (ANR116) with our excitation focus. The excitation
focus was moved away from the focus and then back to the center position of the same particle
repeatedly to obtain single particle time traces from which an average intensity was obtained.
All time traces were obtained at a power density of ∼ 3.2 × 105 W/cm2 .
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Figure C.3: Spectra obtained from high concentration samples at a power density of
∼ 3.2 × 105 W/cm2 (black) and ∼ 0.57 × 105 W/cm2 (red).
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Figure C.4: Overlay representation of the average spectrum of single particles.
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Appendix

D

STED resolution
The increase in spatial resolution is dependent on the STED excitation intensity
and can be described mathematically. Let hexc (r) be be the normalized excitation
probability in the focal plane resulting from the excitation pulse. After the passage
of a STED pulse, the ﬂuorescence probability η(r) of a molecule has decayed to
η(r) = exp [−σts ISTED (r)],

(D.1)

with σ, ts and ISTED (r) denoting the cross section for stimulated emission, STED
pulse duration and the focal intensity of the STED pulse, respectively. Note that
ISTED (r) her is given by number of photons per unit area per unit time. As a result
of the overlapping STED beam, the probability to detect a photon from location r is
proportional to
h(r) = hexc (r)η(r).

(D.2)

Given a lens with semi aperture θ, we can describe the spatial excitation probability
hexc (r) and the STED intensity ISTED (r) by:
hexc (r) = C cos2

πrn sin θ
λexc

max
sin2
ISTED (r) = ISTED

(D.3)

πrn sin θ
λSTED

(D.4)

Normalized cross sections of hexc (r) and ISTED (r) are also illustrated in ﬁgure 8.7 (a)
max
is simply the maximum STED
as the blue curve and yellow curve respectively. ISTED
intensity in the doughnut shape. For further simpliﬁcation we can deﬁne the constant
ς as
max
ς = σts ISTED

(D.5)

If we combine equations D.1, D.3, D.4 and D.5 with equation D.2, and use the approximation λexc ≈ λSTED ≡ λ, equation D.2 can be written as:

h(r)

= C cos2
≈ C cos2

πrn sin θ
λexc
πrn sin θ
λ

πrn sin θ
λSTED
πrn sin θ
λ

max
exp −στ ISTED
sin2

(D.6)

exp −ς sin2

(D.7)
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h(r) is the FWHM of the eﬀective ﬂuorescent spot, which cross section is also represented as the green curve in Figure 8.7 (b). We can further approximate equation
D.6 with a Taylor series (r < λ/2n ≈ 0) to the second order:
h(r) ≈ 1 −

πnr sin θ
λ

2

(ς + 1)

At the FWHM we have h(r) = 0.5, so we can solve for r:
√
λ 1 − 0.5
√
r=±
πn sin θ ς + 1

(D.8)

(D.9)

The FWHM Δr = 2r can then be described with:

Δr = 2

√
λ 0.5
0.45λ
0.45λ

√
√
≈
=
max + 1
πn sin θ ς + 1
n sin θ ς + 1
n sin θ σts ISTED

(D.10)

From equation D.1 we can see that for ISTED = 1/σts = Isat the ﬂuorescence has
dropped to 1/e of the initial value. By introducing Isat in equation D.10 we obtain:
Δr =

n sin θ

0.45λ
 max
ISTED /Isat + 1

(D.11)

Equation D.11 is the familiar inverse square root intensity law for STED: the FWHM
resolution approximately scales with the inverse square root of the STED intensity.
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E

Detailed overview of STED setup
Description

Company

Part Number

1

Excitation laser

PicoQuant

LDH-P-C-485-C-485

2

Adjustable mirror holder

Fine-adjustment

Y03. 122. 6201

High quality mirror

Qi-Optiq

G340783000

3

STED laser

MPBC

VFL-P1500-592

4

Fiber Launch with

Thorlabs

MBT613D/M

Microscope objective

Thorlabs

10X Olympus Plan Achromat Objective, 0.25 NA

5

XYZ Translation Stage

Thorlabs

PT3/M

6

Adjustable holder with

Fine-Adjustment

Y03. 122. 6201

fiber outcoupler

Thorlabs

SM1FC

7

Collimation objective

Olympus

4X Olympus Plan Achromat Objective, 0.10 NA

8

Excitation clean-up filter

Semrock

FF01-480/17-25

9

Gimbal mirror-mount

Thorlabs

GM100/M
G340783000

High quality mirror

Qi-Optiq

10

Quartz half-wave plate for 589 nm

B. Halle

RZQ 2.15

11

STED clean-up filter

Semrock

FF01-591/6-25

12

Vortex phase-plate

RPC-Photonics

VPP-1a - 596.5 nm

13

XY-Stage

Standa

7T167-25XY, 2AB167-25

14

Beam-combining dichroic mirror

Chroma

ZT532rdc, λ/10 RWD

15

Microscope body

Custom built

16

XYZ-piezo stage + stage controller

PI

P-733.3CL (stage), E-710.4CL (controller)

17

Dichroic mirror +

Chroma

zt488-491/594rdc, RWF of 0.08-0.17 peak-to-valley/inch

Microscope objective

Nikon

60X water-immersion, 1.2 NA

Achromat lens (50 mm)

Thorlabs

AC254-050-A-ML
P15S

18
19

Mounted Pinhole (15 μm)

Thorlabs

20

XYZ-stage with differential micrometers

Thorlabs

PT3A/M

21

Multiple filters:
488 Notch, 594 Notch, 488 RazorEdge

Semrock

NF03-488E-25, NF03-594E-25, LP02-488RS-25

22

Flip-mount with mirror

Multiple

23

Optical dichroic mirror for FCCS option

24

Achromat lens (30 mm)

Thorlabs

AC254-030-A-ML

25

Single Photon Avalanche Diode (SPAD)

PicoQuant

MPD-5CTC SPAD

26

Achromat lens

Thorlabs

27

Cage-plate with fiber-coupler

Thorlabs

28

Compact spectrometer

Thorlabs

SM1FC
CCS100

29

Hand-held controler for Picomoter

Newport

8302 (picomoter actuator),

30

Multimode-fiber

Thorlabs

31

High power polarization maintaining single-

OZ-Optics

iPico 8763-kit, iPico 8757 (driver + hand terminal)

PMJ-3HPC-633-4/125-3AS-2-1-SP

mode fiber
32

Single mode fiber

Thorlabs

P1-560A-FC-2

33

two-axis high precision rotation mount

Thorlabs

PR01/M , CRM1P/M

Quartz quarter-wave plate for 589 nm

B. Halle

RZQ 4.15

Not shown in figure:
4-channel router

PicoQuant

PHR 800

Time Correlated Single Photon Counting

PicoQuant

PicoHarp 300 with TTTR harware mode option

PicoQuant

SymPhoTime

(TCSPC) module
SymPhoTime software
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Figure E.1: Detailed overview of the setup. The arrows indicate ﬁber in/outcoupling. The
table on the left page presents a detailed list of the numbered parts shown in this setup
overview.
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F

MATLAB code for focal spot
simulation
These m-ﬁles (MATLAB) were created with help of the theoretical formulas given
by Hao et al. [46]. The function vOut.m is called by the ﬁrst m-ﬁle in the double
integration step.
%close all
clear all
plane = 0; % XY−plane = 1, XZ−plane = 0
NA = 1.2/sqrt(2);
% Numerical Apperture
n = 1.33; % Refractive index (water)
C = 1;
A1 = 1;
step = 10; % simulation step size
z2_max = 800; % size of z in simulated image (nm)
r2_max = 800; % size of radius r in simulated image (nm)
theta_max = asin(NA/n); % maximum opening angle of objective
z2_array = −z2_max:step:z2_max;
p2_array = 0:0.2:2*pi;
if plane == 1;
r2_array = 0:step:r2_max;
else
r2_array = −r2_max:step:r2_max;
end
tol = 1e−3; %integration tollerance
count = 0;
h = waitbar(0,'Please Wait...');
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% XY plane %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if plane ==1;
E_x = zeros(length(r2_array),length(p2_array));
E_y = zeros(length(r2_array),length(p2_array));
E_z = zeros(length(r2_array),length(p2_array));
count_length = length(r2_array)*length(p2_array);
for q = 1:length(p2_array);
p2 = p2_array(q);
for m = 1:length(r2_array);
count = count+1;
waitbar(count / count_length)
r2 = r2_array(m);
z2 = 0; % We want a XY cross−section at z=0
%%% Double integral calculation (calls on function vOut.m):
E_x(m,q) = 1i*dblquad(@vOut,0,theta_max,0,2*pi,tol,[],z2,r2,p2,1);
E_y(m,q) = 1i*dblquad(@vOut,0,theta_max,0,2*pi,tol,[],z2,r2,p2,2);
E_z(m,q) = 1i*dblquad(@vOut,0,theta_max,0,2*pi,tol,[],z2,r2,p2,3);
end;
end
close(h);
I = abs(E_x).^2+abs(E_y).^2+abs(E_z).^2; % Intensity profile
% for XY plane, the image is simulated as radius−vs−phi(angle), so we need
% to do a polar−to−cartesian transform on the image to obtain an XY image:
[N M] = size(I);
Z = 0;
L = length(r2_array);
X = (−L:1:L);
Y = (−L:1:L);
[X,Y] = meshgrid(X,Y);
[THETA,RHO] = cart2pol(Y,X);
THETA = (THETA)*(M−1)/(2*pi) + (M+1)/2;
new = interp2(I, THETA, RHO);
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new(isnan(new)) = 0;
new(L+1,L+1) = I(1,1); % solution for singularity due to polar−cartesian transform
x = −r2_max:r2_max/(length(r2_array)):r2_max;
y = −r2_max:r2_max/(length(r2_array)):r2_max;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%−−Create surface figure−−%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure
surface(y,x,new,'LineStyle','none');
title('XY','FontSize',18);
colormap hot
set(gca,'XTick',−r2_max:r2_max/2:r2_max,'FontSize',14)
set(gca,'YTick',−r2_max:r2_max/2:r2_max,'FontSize',14)
axis square
axis tight
axis([−r2_max,r2_max,−r2_max,r2_max])
end;

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% XZ/YZ plane %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if plane == 0
EZ_x = zeros(length(z2_array),length(r2_array));
EZ_y = zeros(length(z2_array),length(r2_array));
EZ_z = zeros(length(z2_array),length(r2_array));
count_length = length(r2_array)*length(z2_array);
p2 = pi; % for XZ plane, use p2 = pi*3/2, for YZ plane, use p2 = pi
for m = 1:length(r2_array);
r2 = r2_array(m);
for k = 1:length(z2_array);
count = count+1;
waitbar(count / count_length)
z2 = z2_array(k);
%%% Double integral calcularion (calls on function vOut.m):
EZ_x(k,m) = 1i*dblquad(@vOut,0,theta_max,0,2*pi,tol,[],z2,r2,p2,1);
EZ_y(k,m) = 1i*dblquad(@vOut,0,theta_max,0,2*pi,tol,[],z2,r2,p2,2);
EZ_z(k,m) = 1i*dblquad(@vOut,0,theta_max,0,2*pi,tol,[],z2,r2,p2,3);
end;
end;
close(h);
IZ = abs(EZ_x).^2+abs(EZ_y).^2+abs(EZ_z).^2;
[x,z] = meshgrid(r2_array,z2_array);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%−−Create surface figure−−%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure
surface(x,z,IZ,'LineStyle','none');
title('ZX','FontSize',18);
colormap hot
set(gca,'XTick',−r2_max:r2_max/2:r2_max,'FontSize',14)
set(gca,'YTick',−z2_max:z2_max/2:z2_max,'FontSize',14)
axis square
axis tight
axis([−r2_max,r2_max,−z2_max,z2_max])
end;

function f = vOut(t, phi, z2, r2, p2, v)
NA = 1.2;
% Numerical Apperture of objective
n = 1.33; % Refractive index (water)
h_max = 5e6; % Max. height of incoming beam (radius of beam) here 5 mm
A1 = 0.8;
lambda = 592; % STED wavelength (nm)
theta_max = asin(NA/n); % maximum openening angle of objective
foc = h_max/sin(theta_max); % effective focal length of objective
k = (2*pi)/lambda;
a = sqrt(cos(t));
pol = 1/sqrt(2)*[1, 1i, 0]; % right−circular polarization
% pol = [0, 1, 0]; % linear−y polarization
% for other type of polarizations, see Hao et. al − effects of polarization
% on the de−excitation dark focal spot in STED (2010)
Vx = (1+(cos(t)−1)*cos(phi)^2)*pol(1) + ((cos(t)−1)*cos(phi)*sin(phi))*pol(2) − (sin(t)*cos(phi))*pol(3);
Vy = ((cos(t)−1)*cos(phi)*sin(phi))*pol(1)+ (1+(cos(t)−1)*sin(phi)^2)*pol(2) − (sin(t)*sin(phi))*pol(3);
Vz = (sin(t)*cos(phi))*pol(1) + (sin(t)*sin(phi))*pol(2) + (cos(t))*pol(3);
R = h_max/sqrt(2);
f = 1;
xShift = 0; % phase plate shift in x−direction
yShift = 0; % phase plate shift in y−direction
h = foc*sin(t);
% For no phase plate, use:
% d_alpha = 0;
% For a vortex phase plate (no shift), use:
d_alpha = phi;
% For an annular phase plate, use:
% if abs(h)<R;
%
d_alpha = pi;
% else
%
d_alpha = 0;
% end;
% For a vortex phase plate d_alpha = phi = atan2(y,x). If the center of the vortex plate
% is shifted with respect to the beam center, the new coordinates where the light ray
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%
%
%
%
%

will hit the plate is xNew and yNew.
xNew = −xShift − h*cos(phi);
yNew = −yShift − h*sin(phi);
alphaShift = atan2(yNew,xNew);
d_alpha = alphaShift;

b = k*n*(z2*cos(t)+r2*sin(t)*cos(phi−p2));
switch v
case 1
f = sin(t).*A1.*a.*Vx.*exp(1i*d_alpha).*exp(1i*b);
case 2
f = sin(t).*A1.*a.*Vy.*exp(1i*d_alpha).*exp(1i*b);
case 3
f = sin(t).*A1.*a.*Vz.*exp(1i*d_alpha).*exp(1i*b);
end;
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